2.0  Introduction

In this chapter I describe the main features of the phonology of the Jiāomùzú dialects. The description starts in section 2.2 with an overview of the Jiāomùzú phonemes and some remarks about their characteristics, as appropriate. I pay special attention to the glottal stop, since its position as a full phoneme and its distribution, word-initially before vowels and word-finally after a vowel or pre-finally before a consonant, are linked to issues of pitch and accent, which are described later on in this chapter.

Section 2.3 discusses the Jiāomùzú phonological word. In the first part I look at CV patterns, giving examples of each and arguing that full phoneme status for the glottal stop is supported by CV patterns in Jiāomùzú. The syllable canon is (C1)(C2)C3(C4)V(C5)(C6). The approximants /w, r, l, j/ all behave like consonants. The trill /r/ clusters with the approximants /w, l, j/ in complex CV patterns, though I mark it in the trill category on the phoneme chart. There is a complete series of prenasalised plosives and affricates, of which I give examples. In the great majority of cases, syllable breaks are clear, based on CV patterns or morphological information. There are a few cases that are ambiguous and cannot be solved dialect internally with the help of CV patterns or morphological information. I propose that, if for pragmatic reasons a decision has to be made, in such cases analogy with patterns in other dialects or even related languages may be of use. Clearly such decisions are outside of the realm of descriptive linguistics but may be necessary in applied situations, such as the development of an orthography.

In the second half of section 2.3 I look at pitch, accent, stress and tone. I establish the glottal stop as primary in causing pitch distinctions in certain syllables. It may be that Jiāomùzú is in the early stages of generating a tonal system by replacing final consonants with glottal stops. Neither tone nor pitch-accent nor stress is contrastive on a phonological level, though Jiāomùzú words have customary pitch patterns that are for the most part predictable. Stress is contrastive on a morphological level. I give a few examples of contrastive stress in this chapter but will discuss it more fully in chapter 7 on verb morphology. The section on the word concludes with an overview of the workings of assimilation in Jiāomùzú.

At the end of the chapter two appendices, A and B, give a list of minimal pairs and a list of consonant clusters respectively.
2.1 Conventions

In this study I use square brackets such as [kâleʔt] for phonetic transcriptions and slashes, like /ka-leʔt/ for phonemic transcriptions. I use a primary stress mark as in [koʔru?] to indicate accent on a syllable, either expressed in high pitch or as increased loudness, or both. In phonemic transcriptions, where relevant, a dot indicates a syllable break, as in /da.tsə.go.go/ while hyphens show morpheme breaks: /tə-skru?/

2.2 Phonemes

a. Phoneme chart

1. Consonants

Because palatal affricates tend to wander between post-alveolar and palatal positions, as discussed below, and because they contrast with palatal plosives, I have placed /tʃ, tʃʰ/ and /dʒ/ in the palatal column. Phonemes that occur in loanwords only are between parentheses.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>labial</th>
<th>alveolar</th>
<th>palatal</th>
<th>retroflex</th>
<th>velar</th>
<th>glottal</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>plosive</td>
<td>p pʰ b</td>
<td>t tʰ d</td>
<td>c cʰ j</td>
<td>k kʰ g</td>
<td></td>
<td>?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>affricate</td>
<td>ts tsʰ dz</td>
<td>tʃ tʃʰ dʒ</td>
<td>tʃ tʃʰ dʃ</td>
<td>(tʃʰ)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>fricative</td>
<td>(f) v</td>
<td>s z</td>
<td>(ʃ)</td>
<td>(ʒ)</td>
<td>h</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>nasal</td>
<td>m</td>
<td>n</td>
<td>ĭ</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>trill</td>
<td>r</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>approximant</td>
<td>w</td>
<td>l</td>
<td>į</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

2. vowels

The vowels show a two-way contrast between /a/ and /ə/. In this respect Jiāomùzú differs from Zhuōkèjī, another Central rGyalrong dialect, as well as the Northern rGyalrong variety of Chábāo, which both have a triple contrast between /a/, /ɐ/ and /ə/.\(^\text{62}\)

\(^{61}\) In phonemic transcriptions I use /lh/ rather than /ɬ/ because of the broad range of realisation that occurs in Jiāomùzú for this phoneme.

b. **Consonant phonemes: phonetic description and allophones**

**labials**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>front</th>
<th>central</th>
<th>back</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>close</td>
<td>i</td>
<td>u</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>close-mid</td>
<td>e</td>
<td>o</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mid</td>
<td>ə</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>open</td>
<td>a</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

/p/ voiceless unaspirated bilabial plosive

/pʰ/ voiceless aspirated bilabial plosive

/b/ voiced unaspirated bilabial plosive

/ʃ/ voiceless labiodental fricative

/v/ voiced labiodental fricative

/m/ voiced bilabial nasal

/w/ voiced bilabial approximant

/ʃ/ only occurs in Chinese loanwords:

(1) [maˈfɔŋ] leprosy, Chinese: 麻风, *máfēng*


Lín Xiàngróng reports the use of /ʃ/ in the dialect of Zhuōkèjī in Chinese loanwords as well as in native vocabulary. This is an innovation, as the use of /ʃ/ in that dialect was still unknown in the 1950s. In the Jiāomùzú dialects, /ʃ/ is often realised as [ϕ].

---

alveolars

/t/ voiceless unaspirated dental plosive  
/tʰ/ voiceless aspirated dental plosive  
/d/ voiced unaspirated dental plosive  
/s/ voiceless unaspirated alveolar fricative  
/z/ voiced unaspirated alveolar fricative  
/lh/ voiceless alveolar lateral fricative  
/n/ voiced dental nasal  
/r/ voiced alveolar trill  
/l/ voiced alveolar lateral approximant

The plosives and the nasal in the alveolar category are realised as dentals on the phonetic level. But the rest of the alveolars is not, which is why I have chosen to label the entire category 'alveolar' rather than 'dental'. Occurrence of /d/ word initially is rather rare. Mostly /d/ occurs in prenasalised form. Minimal pairs for /d/ are therefore few and far between. Utterance-finally /r/ is realised as a voiced alveolar flap [ɾ]. In consonant clusters /r/ actually behaves like an approximant, see section 2.3.e below. /lh/ only occurs in Tibetan loanwords and is fairly rare. Good minimal pairs are hard to find. Some examples of the occurrence of /lh/:

(2) /lhase/  [la'se]  Tibet  literary Tibetan: ལྷེས, lHa-sa
   /lhandɾe/  [la'ndɾe]  devil, demon  literary Tibetan: ལྷནདྲེ, lha-'dre

In Amdo nomad dialects the cluster /sl/, as in literary Tibetan སྣོ་མ སློ་མ་ slob-ma, 'student', is pronounced as [l]. However, in the Jiāomùzú dialects only loans that have /lh/ in literary Tibetan are pronounced with [l]. The /sl/ combinations are pronounced just the way they occur in literary Tibetan.⁶₄ In example (3) the second syllable of kaslep, ‘study’ and the first syllable of sloppən, ‘teacher’ correspond to literary Tibetan slob, ‘study’:

(3) /kaslep/  [ka'slep]  study, learn; lit. Tibetan: སྣོ་ཐའོ་ slob-sbyong
    /sloppən/  [slo'pən]  teacher, master; lit. Tibetan: སྣོ་པོ་ slob-dpon

Not all instances of /lh/ in Tibetan loans are pronounced uniformly as [l]. In Jiāomùzú the cluster is variously pronounced as [l], [xl] or even just [h], with only half of the cluster retained. Since the

⁶₄ This kind of observation can provide a fruitful avenue for research concerning different layers of borrowing into the rGyalrong vocabulary. In this study I do not address diachronic issues. For an in-depth discussion of loan words and their origin, see Xiàng (2008: 107-147).
root letter in literary Tibetan is /h/, while /l/ is the head letter of the cluster, Jiāomùzú never pronounces /lh/ as just [l], with /h/ disappearing, but it is possible to have just [h]. For this reason I transcribe all these phonemes as /lh/ rather than /ɬ/ in phonemic descriptions.

(4) /lhe/ [xle] statue or image of a deity; deity; lit. Tibetan: རྭ lha
/lhandɾe/ [ɬa'ndɾe] ghost; lit. Tibetan: རྭ lha-'dre
/lharya/ [ha'ɾja] man's name; lit. Tibetan: རྭ lHa-rgyal
/lhamo/ ['hamo] woman's name; lit. Tibetan: རྭ lHa-mo

palatals

/c/ voiceless unaspirated palatal plosive [c]
/cʰ/ voiceless aspirated palatal plosive [cʰ]
/y/ voiced unaspirated palatal plosive [j]
/j/ voiceless unaspirated palatal fricative [ʃ]
/z/ voiced unaspirated palatal fricative [ʒ]
/p/ palatal nasal [ɲ]
/j/ palatal approximant [j]

retroflexes

Retroflex flaps occur only in affricates. They are discussed in section 2.3.b and 2.3.f. The only other occurrence of retroflexes is of retroflexed fricatives. These occur only in loanwords and in expressives and onomatopoeic words. Some examples of retroflexed fricatives in loanwords:

(5) [ʂwe'piŋ²] thermos flask; Chinese: [ʂwɛipʰiŋ], 水瓶, shuípíng
[ʈʂʰa²] tea; Chinese: [tʂʰá], 茶, chá

Interestingly, though the word for 'tea' apparently is a direct loan from Chinese, the word for 'kettle', [cʰa'xʰ], reflects more an Amdo nomad pronunciation. Loans from Chinese, especially more recent ones, often reflect the pronunciation of the Sichuān dialect as spoke in the north and east of the province, which, unlike the Chinese standard language, has no retroflexes in initials. Example (5) shows the contrast between the words for ‘bed’ and ‘umbrella’. The word for ‘bed’ has a retroflex fricative in the affricate in standard Chinese but not in the Sichuān dialect. Consequently, it is borrowed into rGyalrong without retroflex. The word for umbrella does not have a retroflex in either standard Chinese or Sichuān dialect. The superscript numbers to the right of the phonetic transcription are tone marks:
(6) [wu'tswʰaʔŋ]  his or her bed; Chinese standard: [tʂʰwaŋ], 床, chuáng,  
Sichuān dialect: [tsʰwaŋ]  
[saʔŋ]  umbrella; Chinese standard: [san²¹⁴], 伞, sān  
Sichuān dialect: [san⁵³]

[tʂʰaʔŋ], 'tea' is also often pronounced as [tʃʰaʔŋ], reflecting perhaps an adaptation to native phoneme preference. Here is an example of a retroflexed fricative in an onomatopoeic word:

(7) [ʃəxˈʂeʔk] expression of the sound a fast moving object makes, such as an arrow in flight or a log sliding down a hill side.

affricates

/ts/ voiceless unaspirated alveolar affricate    
/tsʰ/ voiceless aspirated alveolar affricate    
/dz/ voiced unaspirated alveolar affricate    
/tʃ/ voiceless unaspirated palatal affricate    
/tʃʰ/ voiceless aspirated palatal affricate    
/dʒ/ voiced unaspirated palatal affricate    
/tɽ/ voiceless unaspirated retroflexed affricate    
/tʃʰ/ voiceless aspirated retroflexed affricate    
/dɽ/ voiced unaspirated retroflexed flap affricate

Retroflexed flaps do not occur independently, so that /tʃ, tʃʰ, dʃ/ of needs must be analysed as affricates. The regular tests for the existence of the other affricates, such as position of plosive and fricative not interchangeable, occurrence of set combinations of plosive and fricative only, etc., don't work very well because of the abundance of consonant clusters in rGyalrong. However, the CV pattern is helpful. The maximum number of consonants in an initial cluster is three, see section 2.3.b. Assuming there are no affricates would leave one with a large amount of data showing clusters of four consonants, such as in /ta.ndzwi/, 'tusk'; /ka.rbwek/, 'roll up (sleeves)'; /ta.rnd ʒak/, 'wrinkle'; /ka.ndʐwaʔp/, 'tumble, fall'; /ka.rdzwə/, 'dig'.  
The affricates /tʃ/, /tʃʰ/ and /dʒ/ are realised anywhere between a post-alveolar and a palatal position:

(8) /katʃʰi/ [ka'cçʰi]  go  
/japtʃen/ [ja'ʃtʃen]  stirrup

I have not found any contrasting pairs for separate palatal and post-alveolar affricates, so I have chosen to use one set under palatals, allowing for free variation under influence of the phonetic environment. In the examples above the variation might be explained by the occurrence of [i] in the verb /ka.tʃʰi/, 'go', which effects a more palatal sound for the affricate, and the bilabial [ɲ] in /ja.pʃtʃen/, 'stirrup', which hauls the whole consonant cluster more forward into an alveolar position.
Mansier\textsuperscript{65} has commented on free variation between aspirated palatals and affricates for the Xiăojin dialect of rGyalrong as well as for some of the Amdo dialects. He notes that in some places older people tend to differentiate between palatal plosives and affricates, whereas younger people do not, and that in some locations he found either only a palatal plosives series or a series of affricates, whereas in other places both occur.\textsuperscript{66} In previous literature on rGyalrong this same pattern is reflected, with some scholars reporting postalveolar and palatal affricates, but no palatal plosives,\textsuperscript{67} some finding one series of affricates and a palatal plosives series.\textsuperscript{68} Only one scholar, Kin P’eng\textsuperscript{69} attests both a double series of affricates and a palatal plosives series. In Jiăomăzú there is clear contrast between the post-alveolar affricates and palatal plosives. I give a full set of minimal pairs in Appendix A.

velars

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sound</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>/k/</td>
<td>voiceless unaspirated velar plosive [k]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/kʰ/</td>
<td>voiceless aspirated velar plosive [kʰ]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/g/</td>
<td>voiced unaspirated velar plosive [g]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/ŋ/</td>
<td>velar nasal [ŋ]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Occurrence of /g/ is relatively rare.

glottals

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sound</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>/ʔ/</td>
<td>glottal stop [ʔ]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/h/</td>
<td>glottal fricative [h]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The glottal stop always occurs utterance-initially before a vowel, in native vocabulary as well as in loanwords. I have not found any smooth onsets, that is, onsets without a glottal:

\textsuperscript{65} Mansier (1983: 91-94).
\textsuperscript{66} The distinction is very clear in the spelling of literary Tibetan, and is maintained in the Amdo dialects of Mag-sar མགེ་པ་ and Tsho-bzhi མ་གི་ in Hóngyuán (红原, Hong yon གྲུ་བཀར་) County, a little north of the rGyalrong areas: [tʃʰʔ], ‘what’, literary Tibetan: བཤེ [tʃʰ], ‘water’, literary Tibetan: བསྟན་, chu, [c], ‘genitive particle’, literary Tibetan: ཀྲ [k], khyu.
\textsuperscript{67} Jin (金)1957, Chang Kun (张琨) 1968, Lín Xiángróng 1993.
\textsuperscript{68} Nagano 1984, Lin 2000.
\textsuperscript{69} Kin P’eng 1949.
In this position the glottal stop contrasts with other consonants, e.g. the glottal fricative /h/, see Appendix A for examples of minimal pairs. Since there are no syllables with a smooth onset, the Jiāomùzú syllable canon does not allow for syllables that consist of a vowel only, making it imperative here to consider the glottal stop to have full phoneme status.70 Also, Jiāomùzú allows for clusters of two consonants after the vowel, see section 2.3.b. There are plenty of words that have a glottal stop in final or pre-final position in final syllables, where they are in contrast with other consonants:

(9) /apa/  [ʔa’pa] father  
/amo/  [ʔa’mo] mother  
/are/  [ʔa’re] barley liquor  
/awurəɾa/  [ʔa’wurəɾu] snail  
/ardi/  [ʔa’ɾdi] turban  
/owe/  [ʔo’we] yes

(10) /kəɾuʔ/ (rGyalrong) Tibetan  
/kəɾu/  very  
/kəɾuk/  strong, black (of tea)  
/kəɾuʔk/  lynx

(11) /kəsʊʔ/ sunny  
/kəsʊk/  tight

(12) /kamoʔt/ drink  
/kamoʔ/  hungry

(13) /ndoʔ/ have  
/kandon/  read

(14) /ca/ musk deer  
/zdeʔmcaʔ/ mist  
/caʔkcaʔk/  magpie  
/tacakcak/  awn of wheat

70 In the literature on rGyalrong most scholars have chosen to limit the glottal stop to phonetic status only, because it occurs word initially in relatively few words. However, Tibetan grammarians of old have dealt with the same issue by considering the glottal stop as a full phoneme. It has its own a symbol in the Tibetan syllabary: ཉ, A-chen, 'big a', the thirtieth consonant. In Tibetan, A-chen contrasts with a-cung, 'small a'. As mentioned in the body of the text, Jiāomùzú lacks the contrast between onsets that have a glottal and smooth onsets. There is only contrast between onsets that have a glottal and onsets that have a single other consonant.
Because of this I reckon the glottal stop as a full consonant. Since the glottal stop occurs always utterance-initially before a vowel and is therefore predictable, for the sake of convenience I do not mark its occurrence in that position in phonemic transcriptions.

Glottal stops occur in native vocabulary as well as in loanwords:

(15) /han'toʔɔwɔ/ [han'toʔɔwɔ] soy bean; Chinese: 黄豆, huángdòu
/saʔŋɔ/ [saʔŋɔ] umbrella; Chinese: 伞, sǎn
/jaŋjuʔɔ/ [jaŋˈjuʔɔ] potatoe; Chinese: 洋芋, yánɡyù

Final plosives and nasals are often unreleased, especially after a glottal stop. Glides and fricatives are usually released, but not always. I have not found any rule that governs the release of finals after a glottal. It seems to be up to individual speaker preference.

(16) /pʰaroʔk/ [pʰɑˈrɔʔk̚] crow
/təwaʔm/ [təˈwaʔm̚] bear
/kʰrəʔw/ [kʰr̥əʔw̚]; [kʰr̥əʔw] rice

In connected speech, compounds, etc. finals are usually slurred or drop out altogether, or assimilate:

(17) [pak] /pak/ pig
[paŋndze] /pak-ndze/ pig food, swill (pig + food)
[paŋgor] /pak-ŋgor/ pork fat (pig + fat)
[paŋraʔ] /pak-ŋraʔ/ wild boar (pig + wild)

Glottal stops, like other finals in Jiāomùzú, also disappear in compounds, due to morphological processes such as the marking of person or number, and because of assimilation. In phonemic transcriptions I maintain the glottal:

(18) [tbpjʔiʔ] /tɒpʃ̪i/] excrement
[tbpʃiʔrboʔ] /tɒpʃ̪iʔrboʔ/ fart

(19) /pkwaʔ/ chicken, hen
/pkwaʔpuʔ/ chick, little bird

(20) /kanatsoʔ/ look, see
[ŋa'tsɔŋ] /natsoʔŋ/ look, 1s

---

71 The form /pkwaʔ/ also often occurs as /pwaʔ/. In this study I use both forms.
All these things conspire to make glottal stops, those slippery customers, hard to spot. The only way of hearing and analyzing their position properly is in the isolation of individual words. I further discuss glottal stops in section 2.3.h below.

Though the glottal fricative /h/ is a relatively rare phoneme, it does occur in native vocabulary, (21), as well as in loanwords, (22):

(21) 
- [tʰəˈhar kaˈva] /təhər kava/ pant for breath
- [tʰəˈhem kaˈva] /təhem kava/ yawn
- [haˈɾdə] /hardo/ that side
- [waˈhum kəmiʔ] /wahum kəmiʔ/ tasteless, bland

(22) 
- [kəˈhaʔw] /kəhaʔw/ good; Chinese: 好, hǎo
- [hun] /han/ minute; Chinese: 分钟, fēnzhōng

/h/ is sometimes realised as a velar fricative:

(23) [mbaˈxe] /mbahe/ water buffalo; lit. Tibetan: གཙན, ma-he

Final consonants of words, even if spoken in isolation, are frequently not released. In normal speech finals are unreleased or drop out altogether, or assimilate with the onset of the next word. This can make it hard to hear which is the consonant in final position. Especially tricky is the distinction between final velar plosive /-k/ and glottal stop /-ʔ/. The bilabials /-p/ and /-m/ and the alveolars /-t/ and /-n/ can be difficult to pin down too. At least they are more easily distinguished, in their unreleased shape, from glottal stop /-ʔ/ because of their different points of articulation. The problem is even more pronounced in words with a pre-final glottal, after which the final consonants are usually unreleased and tend to be devoiced as well.

In light of this, an interesting question is whether the glottal stop in Jiāomùzú indicates a loss of final stops in some cases. I have found that within the different villages and settlements of Jiāomùzú there are differences in pronunciation of glottals and final consonants. For example, most Jiāomùzú speakers use [kəˈruʔ] for 'Tibetan, rGyalrong', as do speakers from other central rGyalrong dialects. But speakers from the Jiāomùzú Mùchǎng, the high altitude grasslands, say [kəˈruk]. Also, the use of the glottal between the wider dialect groupings of rGyalrong, such as Southern and Central, is not consistent. One example comes from a Southern rGyalrong dialect of Xiǎojīn. Professor Āwàng, a native speaker of the Xiǎojīn dialect, when asked to write down in Tibetan script the word for 'put', gave གཏད, ka-gtad, [kaˈxt̪at̪̚]. In both Jiāomùzú and Zhuōkèjī the word for 'put' is /kataʔ/, [kaˈtaʔ].

A comparison of different dialects of rGyalrong might be a worthwhile exercise to see where final stops occur, and where only a glottal stop. If such comparative research would show a tendency of final plosives to atrophy into glottal stops this may well indicate the beginning stages of a movement
towards the development of tone in rGyalrong dialects, as Dài and Yanmuchu\textsuperscript{72} proposed in their work on Suōmò. Interestingly, recent research\textsuperscript{73} found that minimal pairs for words with and without final glottal occur throughout the dialects, but often it involves different pairs in different dialects. This sort of inconsistency may be another indication that rGyalrong final consonants are in the process of disappearing, and that this process unfolds differently in each speech community. More on the possible relationship between the glottal stop and tonality in rGyalrong follows in sections 2.3.h and 2.3.i on tone and pitch below.

c. Vowel phonemes: phonetic description and allophones

front vowels

\[
\begin{align*}
/i/ & \quad \text{close unrounded front vowel} & \quad [i] \\
/e/ & \quad \text{close-mid unrounded front vowel} & \quad [e]
\end{align*}
\]

central vowels

\[
\begin{align*}
/\varepsilon/ & \quad \text{mid unrounded central vowel} & \quad [\varepsilon] \\
/a/ & \quad \text{open unrounded central vowel} & \quad [a]
\end{align*}
\]

Scholars disagree as to the existence of the central vowel on a phonemic level. Jīn Péng,\textsuperscript{74} for the Suōmò dialect, concluded that it does exist, but has a tendency to turn into cardinal vowels, especially /e/ and /i/. Mansier,\textsuperscript{75} for Xiǎojīn, notes a strong tendency to centralisation and neutralisation of all the cardinal vowels, especially for /i/ and /u/. On a phonetic level this leads to frequent occurrence of the central neutral vowel. The tendency to centralisation of the close vowels explains the occurrence of [\varepsilon] for the most part. Other occurrences are in Tibetan loans in which the vowels /i/ and /u/ from literary Tibetan are all realised as /\varepsilon/, as they are in nomad Amdo dialects. Because of this Mansier does not want to grant [\varepsilon] full phoneme status. But he admits that he is left with a number of words in which it is difficult to link [\varepsilon] to any of the cardinal vowels /i/, /e/ and /u/, and maintains the central vowel in his phonemic transcriptions.

In the Jiāomùzú dialects [\varepsilon] occurs both in accented and in non-accented syllables, in open as well as closed ones, and in words that are not clearly Tibetan loans. There is contrast between [\varepsilon] and all the cardinal vowels, see Appendix A for minimal pairs at the end of this chapter. Processes of

\textsuperscript{72} Dài Qìngxià (戴庆厦) and Yanmuchu 1992.

\textsuperscript{73} S. Penner, personal communication, summer 2009. Mr. Penner, who is involved in a survey of rGyalrong dialects, mentioned that a list of minimal pairs for Zhuōkèjī did not give results in the township of Dǎngbà. There were minimal pairs there too for contrast between final glottal stops and words ending in vowels, but they were different from the Zhuōkèjī pairs.

\textsuperscript{74} 金鹏 (Kin P’eng) (1957-58: 226-229).

\textsuperscript{75} Mansier (1983: 141-146).
harmonisation and assimilation explain much of the instability of the rGyalrong vowels noted by Jīn and Mansier. I give examples of these processes in section 2.3.j.

back vowels

\(/u/\) close rounded back vowel \([u]\)

after palatals \([y]\)

\(/o/\) close-mid rounded back vowel \([o]\)

Vowel quality:

Vowels in the Jiǎomùzú dialects tend to be very short, to the point of sometimes disappearing altogether in unstressed syllables, see section 2.3.b on CV patterns. This tendency is especially strong for the central vowel \(/ə/\):

(24) \(/mbərzaʔ/\) \([mbrəˈza]\) knife

The Jiǎomùzú dialects have a preference for rounding as well as backing, especially in the village of Kǒnglóng. In many words \(/u/\) or \(/o/\) occurs in places where other dialects, especially Suōmò and Zhuōkèjī, have \(/i/\). It may be this feature that makes native rGyalrong speakers perceive of the Jiǎomùzú dialects as more 'heavy' than the Suōmò or Zhuōkèjī dialects: 76

(25)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Jiǎomùzú</th>
<th>Suōmò</th>
<th>Zhuōkèjī</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>grass plot</td>
<td>/kajvuʔ/</td>
<td>[kaipi]</td>
<td>[kuipiʔ]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>buy</td>
<td>/kaku/</td>
<td>[kaki]</td>
<td>[kaki]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>grey</td>
<td>/kabu/</td>
<td>[kɔgbì]</td>
<td>[kɔbgi]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>four</td>
<td>/kɔbdu/</td>
<td>[kɔwdi]</td>
<td>[kɔwdi]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>day</td>
<td>/ʃnu/</td>
<td>[ʃnì]</td>
<td>[sni]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Cardinal vowel \(/i/\) is mostly stable.

Cardinal vowel \(/e/\) can be realised as \([ɛ]\), especially in stressed or accented syllables:

(26) \(/kʰæʃpʰɛʔs/\) \([kʰˈɛʃpʰɛʔs]\) marmot

\(/tɔm'bʰek/\) \([tɔˈmʰɛk]\) waist

\(/spen/\) \([səpɛn]\) glue

\(/sokle/\) \([sɔxˈle]\) saw

76 The Suōmò data are from Jīn 1957-8, the Zhuōkèjī data from Hsieh (Xiè 謝) 1999. In Hsieh's data I have left out the tone markings, as they are irrelevant to the point under discussion here.
The Jiǎomùzú vowels are often influenced by their environment and assimilate in a variety of ways. I give examples in section 2.3.1 on assimilation below. The default realisation of /a/ is mostly somewhere between central open and front open position:

(27) /tɔwaʔm/ [tɔ'waʔm̩] bear

The vowel /a/ tends to brighten, especially in stressed or accented syllables where /a/ can be realised a bit less open as [æ] or even [e]. This can make it hard to distinguish between /a/ and /e/:

(28) /kaleʔt/ [ka'leʔt], [ka'leʔt] hit
/tʃɔzan/ [tʃo'zən], [tʃo'zən] portion, ration
/ntʃʰəm/ [ntʃʰəm] religious dance
/marsar/ [mar'sər], [mar'sər] fresh butter
/tamŋaʔn/ [tamŋəʔn] bad omen

Vowels can flip-flop, with one vowel in a single syllable words but another vowel in compounds. Example (29) shows a change from /a/ to /e/:

(29) [te] /lhe/ deity
[la'ndɾe] /lhandɾe/ ghost
[eʰe], [eʰe] /eʰe/ liquor
[eʰɑ'la] /eʰalə/ distiller's yeast

However, this does not mean that in every loan from Tibetan or close cognate with Tibetan the vowel /e/ is a representation of an underlying /a/. For example, in words such as /rgom be/, 'monastery', literary Tibetan: རྒོན་པ།, dgon-pa, /e/ remains no matter what.

Cardinal vowel /o/ is almost always pronounced as [ɔ] in closed syllables, often with a very back quality when influenced by velar plosives etc.:

(30) /tɔmdoʔk/ [tɔ'mdsəʔk̚] colour
/mbrotʰoʔ/ [mbroˈtʰoʔ] colt
/zgrok/ [zɡɾɔk] bracelet

Cardinal vowel /u/ is realised as [y] after palatals. Since this is predictable, it does not need to be marked in phonemic transcriptions:

(31) /patsu/ [pa'tʃu] bird
/tɔŋu/ [tɔ'ŋu] name
/poʃu/ [poʃu] mouse
2.3 The word

The phonological word is made up of one or more syllables. The distinguishing features of the word are syllable pattern and contents. As shown below, there are nine possible patterns for the basic Jiānmùzú word. For clarity a dot separates syllables while a hyphen connects morphemes:

* a single unprefixed root: /zji/,'ten'; /rdwe/, 'argali'.
* two syllables that are not clearly divided in root and prefix, and are also not clearly a compound. These words are bisyllabic but monomorphemic: /mba.la/ 'ox'; /jor.wu/, 'squirrel'.
* three syllables that are not prefix and root combinations, nor a compound. Such words are trisyllabic but monomorphemic: /tsa.go.jo/, 'yellow weasel'; /na.ma.rjan/, 'ceiling'.
* four syllables that are not a combination of affixes and a root, nor a compound, forming quadrisyllabic monomorphemic words: /da.ts.go.go/, 'two-stringed instrument'; /a.ru.wu.ro/, 'hard working'.
* a prefix and a root, forming bisyllabic bimorphemic words: /ta-roʔ/, 'chieftain, leader' (nominal prefix-root); /ka-vi/, 'come' (nominaliser-root). Sometimes the difference between a prefix-root combination and a two-syllable but monomorphemic word that is not a compound or other combination is difficult to make. The main test is whether or not the syllables can be split up and still carry meaning. In the following example ka- is a bound morpheme which does not carry meaning independently. It does not mean ‘one’ and is not a nominaliser or an aspectual marker, as in other uses of ka- (see for example sections 7.1 and 4.3). In the word ka-roʔ, ‘Tibetan’, neither ka- nor ruʔ have meaning by themselves:

(32) /ka.paʔ/ Han Chinese

/kɑ.ruʔ/ (rGyalrong) Tibetan

*/ruʔ-ndzu/ /kɑ.ruʔ-ndzu/ Tibetan log ladder (Tibetan-log ladder)

*/paʔ-ndze/ /kɑ.paʔ-ndze/ Han Chinese food (Han Chinese-food)

* two affixes and a root: /ka-sa-psaʔ/,'compare' (prefix-CAUS-root); /ka-vo-maʔ/,'be about to arrive' (prefix-VP-root). Causativity and viewpoint markers such as sa- and vo- respectively are discussed in chapter 7 on verbs.
* two affixes and a reduplicated root: /ka-ŋa-le-leʔt/, 'fight' (prefix-REC-RED-root). I discuss reciprocity markers like ga- in chapter 7 on verbs.

These forms, usually found in verbs, consist of set combinations of affixes and roots. Such words, in the perception of native speakers, are no longer productive combinations of meaningful affixes and roots, though often the meaning of the different affixes can still be fairly easily derived.

* a compound of two or more roots: /zji-mŋi/, 'fifteen' (ten-five); /pwaʔ-puʔ/, 'chick' (chicken-child). Often the roots used in this sort of compound have prefixes of their own when used by themselves: /ta-puʔ/, 'child'; /kɑ-mŋi/, 'five'.


* a root combined with a number of affixes: /ma-ka-ndəŋə/, 'different, naughty' (NEG-prefix-root). The number of syllables in such words can be four or more. If a word consists of more than four syllables it is usually a cluster of affixes bound to a verb root.

Of all these possible forms, one and two syllable words are by far the most common. Three and four syllable words, other than words consisting of several affixes and a root, which are mainly verb phrases, are rare.

b. **CV patterns**

| pattern chart |
| CV | CVC | CVCC | CVCCC | CVCCCC |
| CCV | CCVC | CCVCC | CVVCCC | CVVCCCC |
| CCCV | CCCVC | CCCVCC | CVVVCCC | CVVVCCCC |

Below are examples of CV patterns. In order to make a clear distinction between morphemes and syllables I use a dot between syllables and hyphens between morphemes.

| CV | /ca/ | [ca] | musk deer |
| /kʰə/ | [kʰə] | hound |
| /a.rdi/ | [ʔaˈrd̪i] | turban |
| CCV | /mbu.ru/ | [mbuˈru] | plough |
| /zji-mŋi/ | [zjiˈmŋi] | fifteen (ten-five) |
| CCCV | /rdwe/ | [r̥d̪we] | argali |
| /ta-ndzwi/ | [t̪aˈndz̪wi] | tusk (prefix-root) |
| CVC | /kʰoŋ/ | [kʰoŋ] | tiger |
| /tʃʰət/ | [tʃʰət̪] | goat |
| CCVC | /ko-ʃpət/ | [koʃˈpət] | livestock (prefix-root) |
| /kroŋ.kroŋ/ | [kroŋˈkroŋ] | throat |
| CCCVC | /ko-rscat/ | [koˈrscat̪] | eight (prefix-root) |
| /spjaŋ.kə/ | [spjaŋˈkə] | wolf |
| CVCC | /tʰo-jn/ | [tʰoˈzn] | ascend-3p |
| /tʃʰi-ndʒ/ | [tʃʰiindʒ] | go-3d |
CCVCC /zdɛʔm/ [zdɛʔm] cloud
/ka.nt[ŋa]k-ʃ/ [ka'ntʃej] in town (root-LOC)

CCCVCC /tə-mbraʔm/ [tə'mbraʔm] measles (prefix-root)
/rdzwa-ndʒ/ [rdzwandʒ] dig-3d

CVCCC /kə-ŋa-ndʒ/ [kə'ŋændʒ] the two evil ones
/kə-va-mot-ndʒ/ [kə'vamondʒ] the two who are blown away

CCVCCC /kə-pjis-ndʒ/ [kə'pjindʒ] the two who apply ointment
/kə-ŋa-ndzor-ndʒ/ [kə'ŋandzondʒ] the two who bark

CCCVCC /kə-rmbat-ndʒ/ [kə'rmbandʒ] the two who draw near
/kə-mpʃar-ndʒ/ [kə'mpʃandʒ] the two beautiful ones

CVCCCC /na-laʔt-jn/ [na'læjn] hit, second or third person plural perfective
/kə-neʔk-ndʒ/ [kə'nendʒ] the two black ones

CCVCCCC /kə-mtʃoʔk-ndʒ/ [kə'mtʃoŋndʒ] the two old ones
/kə-rkoʔt-ndʒ/ [kə'rkondʒ] the two who engrave

CCCVCCCC /kə-ʃkraʔk-ndʒ/ [kə'ʃкраŋndʒ] the two clever ones
/kə-skriʔn-ndʒ/ [kə'skrindʒ] the two long ones

Note that syllable breaks and morpheme boundaries do not necessarily coincide, as in the case of person and number suffixes such as /-ndʒ/ On a morphological level /rdzwandʒ/, 'dig, third person dualis', contains a verb root suffixed with the non-first person dualis marker /-ndʒ/: /rdzwa-ndʒ/. But on the level of the syllable there is no boundary between the verb root and the suffix, since the suffix does not have a vowel and therefore cannot be a syllable in its own right. It can be argued that the non-first person dualis marker is a shortened form of a syllable /ndʒə/, as discussed in section 2.3.b on consonant clusters below. But even if /-ndʒ/ is interpreted as a syllable, the non-first person plural marker /-jn/ leaves no doubt that for person and number marking the syllable boundary and the morphological boundary do not coincide. Plural marker /-jn/ cannot be re-interpreted as a full syllable that has a vowel as well as consonants, so the case for a syllable pattern that has two final consonants stands, supported both by the occurrence of pre-final glottal stops and person and number markers such as /-jn/. Verbs that have in their last syllable a consonant as their final or a coda of a glottal stop and a final have CV patterns with three and four final consonants respectively, when these verbs are marked for second or third person plural with /-jn/.
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c. The status of the glottal stop

Glottal stops have a limited distribution. They occur word-initially before a vowel and word-finally in final position or before the final consonant. Jiāomùzú CV patterns call for syllables that consist at the least of one consonant and one vowel. There are quite a few words that start with only a vowel, see section 2.2.b on glottals in the description of consonants above, but there are no words or syllables that have a smooth onset. They all have either a glottal stop or a consonant as their initial. These words would be ungrammatical unless I propose a glottal stop to fill the required consonant slot in the CV pattern. Morphological marking, predominantly person and number marking, implies a CV pattern that has two final consonants. Non-first person plural is marked by /-jn/ suffixed to a verb root. The suffix /-ndʒ/, added to a verb root, marks second and third person dualis. It would be tempting to say that Jiāomùzú syllable patterns normally either end in a vowel or in one consonant, and to view the occurrences of -CC as secondary, caused by morphological markers. However, this view would not take into account the plentiful occurrence of syllables that end in -ʔC. Either I count the glottal stop /ʔ/ as a proper phoneme, in which case I don't have to assume that there is a CV pattern consisting of a vowel only. But I do have to assume that rGyalrong can have syllables ending in two consonants - and proof for this comes from syllables that consist of a verb root and a person marker. Or I have to assume the glottal stop is a secondary phonetic phenomenon, in which case I have to assume a syllable consisting of one vowel only. Furthermore I am left with a large number of syllables ending in -ʔC, with the occurrence of the glottal unexplained unless there is another process at work that produces pre-final glottal stops. Such a possibility exists in the theories of tonality which have been put forward by several scholars. I will discuss them in section 2.2.h on tone below. A third possibility is that the glottal stop is a full phoneme word-initially but secondary in word-final position.

For now, in light of the previous observations, it seems to make more sense to grant the glottal stop full phoneme status and keep the most elegant CV patterns, as shown in the examples above.

d. Syllable canon

The Jiāomùzú syllable canon can be represented in a formula as follows:

\((C1)(C2)C3(C4)V(C5)(C6)\)

The consonants between brackets are optional. A Jiāomùzú CV pattern at its simplest consist of C3 and a vowel. C4 is always an approximant (/j, l, w/ or /r/). The following subsections give a description of the possible initial and final consonant clusters. In the examples syllable breaks are represented by dots while morpheme boundaries are indicated by hyphens.

Initial clusters with three consonants

A Jiāomùzú initial consonant cluster can at most have three consonants. There are two distinctive patterns for clusters with three consonants, with C1 and C4 being mutually exclusive. In the first one
C1 is empty, C4 is filled with a glide. In the second pattern C4 is empty, while C1 is filled by /r, m/ or /j/.

Here are some examples of the first pattern, [C1C2C3V(C5)(C6)]:

(33) /ta-rmbok/ mane (of a horse) (prefix-root)
    /ka-rscat/ eight (prefix-root)
    /ko-mpʃar/ beautiful (prefix-root)
    /ca-mspo/ musk (deer-musk)
    /tə-jmbak/ leaf (prefix-root)
    /kʰa. jŋguʔ/ trough

Some of the data with the glide /j/, such as /kʰajŋguʔ/ is suspect, in that /j/ may be an infix or part of a merged prefix\(^{77}\) rather than a consonant properly belonging to the initial consonant cluster. This is a morphological rather than a phonological issue. More analysis, especially of meaning and form of affixes, should solve some of the problems surrounding the occurrence of /j/ in C1 position. In this pattern, C2 can be filled by /p, b, m, n, s, z, ʃ/, C3 can be filled by /b, d, s, ʃ, dʒ, c, g/.

Examples of the second pattern, [C2C3C4V(C5)(C6)], are:

(34) /mbroʔ/ horse
    /tə-skruʔ/ body (prefix-root)
    /spjaŋ. kə/ wolf
    /ka-mbjam/ fly (v) (prefix-root)
    /rdwe/ argali
    /tə-ntwa/ sickle (prefix-root)
    /tə-nggli/ falsehood (prefix-root)
    /ka-skliʔ/ bear, endure (prefix-root)

In this pattern, C2 can be filled by /p, m, n, s, z, r, ʃ, ž, k, ɲ, j/. C3 can be filled by /p, pʰ, b, t, d, ts, dz, ʈ, cʰ, k, g/.

**Initial clusters with two consonants**

Initial clusters consisting of two consonants follow either one of two patterns, [C2C3V(C5)(C6)] or [C3C4V(C5)(C6)]. C4 must be filled by a glide. The pattern in which both C2 and C3 are filled is rather more common than the second pattern with the C3C4 cluster. Below are some examples of the [C2C3V(C5)(C6)] pattern:

---

\(^{77}\) Merged prefixes are quite common especially in Jiǎomüzú verb morphology. Verbal prefixes that mark mood, tense, aspect and evidentiality, among others, can merge into one prefix by retaining the initial consonant of the first prefix while the initial consonant of the second prefix is dropped. The vowel of the first prefix is dropped while the vowel of the second prefix is retained. In some cases a merged prefix can consist of three prefixes all rolled into one. For a discussion, see the chapter on verbs.
In this pattern, C2 can be filled by /p, b, m, s, z, n, r, l, j, v, ʃ, zh, k, g, ɲ/. C3 can be filled by any consonant apart from /ʔ/. Examples of [C3C4V(C5)(C6)] are:

(36) /kʰa.priʔ/ snake
/pja.rgoʔt/ vulture
/ta.vluʔ/ age (prefix-root)
/swej/ barley

In this pattern C3 can be filled by /p, pʰ, m, tʰ, r, s, z, v, j, ts, ʃ, zh, k, kʰ, g, w/.

**Final clusters**

Jiāomúzú has thirteen consonants that can fill the final slot: /p, t, k, m, n, ŋ, dʒ, s, w, j, l, r, ʔ/. All of these, apart from /ʔ/ and /dʒ/, can be preceded by a glottal stop, see Appendix A and section 2.3.h. The only other possible clusters in final position are /-jn/ and /-ndʒ/, which are person markers, see section 7.2 on person and number in the verbs chapter. There are no voiced plosives, fricatives or affricates in final position. The suffixes /-dʒ/, which marks first person dualis, and /-ndʒ/, for non-first dualis, are exceptional. Because of their voicing, one would almost expect there to be a vowel following the consonant cluster: /-dʒə/ or /-ndʒə/. Supporting evidence for this comes from the second person dual pronoun /nəndʒə/, a variant of /nəŋdʒə/ (see chapter 3 on pronouns). The conclusion must be that the full form of the markers is indeed /-dʒə, -ndʒə, but that in normal speech the vowel becomes diminished to the point of being lost, while the tell-tale voicing remains.

In this study I transcribe the dualis markers, if in syllable final position, without the final vowel, but retaining their voicing.

Morphological processes such as marking of locatives and person markers may replace the final consonant(s) in a syllable at the phonetic level. These issues are described in section 2.3.j in this chapter and in the following chapters on morphology.

Obviously, this overview only reflects the possibilities within the present set of data. Though I have little doubt that the general analysis of the syllable canon is right, there is a danger in trying to give rules as to which consonants exactly group together and how. There is a good chance that, with the accumulation of more data as well as fine-tuning of the analysis for syllable breaks, new and different insights as to the clusters' internal rules of combination will emerge. For now I simply give a list of all the clusters I have found in Appendix B.
e. The approximants

A syllable in Jiǎomùzú can have only one vowel. The simplest Jiǎomùzú syllable consists of a consonant and a vowel. There is overwhelming evidence, based on this CV pattern, that the glides /w, j, r, l/ behave as consonants. None of the approximants ever occurs in the position of a vowel. There are no syllables without vowels in which an approximant acts as a vowel:

(37) /tə-wəʔm/ bear (prefix-root) /wu-ɡraʔl/ system (3s-root)
/tsa.ɡə jo/ yellow weasel /ja.ət/ balcony
/kʰo.ɾoʔk/ ant /kə.ɾəʔ/ jackal
/ka.laʔ/ rabbit /leŋ.leŋʃuʔ/ kind of wild berry

f. Prenasalised series

There is a complete series of prenasalised plosives and affricates. The prenasal consonants is expressed by N:

(38) Np Npʰ Nb Nts Ntsʰ Ndʒ Nts T Ntʃ Ntʃʰ Ndʒ Nc Ncʰ Nj Ntʃ Ntʃʰ Ndʒ Nk Nkʰ Ng

'Prenasalised' here indicates a nasal occurring before a plosive or affricate that harmonises for place of articulation with the plosive or affricate. The palatal plosives are a bit of an exception in that they are prenasalised by /n/ which is realised almost as far back as a palatal, but without the distinctive palatalised sound of /ɲ/. The prenasalised consonants in Jiǎomùzú are similar to the clusters in literary Tibetan that are transcribed with ང, a-cung, 'small a'. Plosives and affricates can be prefixed by a nasal that does not harmonise. Such clusters are not counted as prenasalised clusters. In example (39) the nasal harmonises with the bilabial, the cluster counts as a prenasalised one:

(39) /mbɔr.kʰe/ literary Tibetan: བོར་ཁམེ Bar-khams, place name.

But in (40) the nasal does not harmonise with the velar and is considered a full consonant:

(40) /kə-ŋu/ nine (numeral prefix-root)

In the phonetic and phonemic transcriptions used in this study all nasals of prenasalised clusters are transcribed as full consonants, harmonising for place of articulation of the following plosive or affricate. So far only /ntʃʰ/ and /ntʃ/ are lacking in my data. More data gathering will eventually
show whether these clusters do not exist in Jiǎomùzú or if my initial data set simply missed them. Examples of prenasalised series:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>(41)</th>
<th>/mp/</th>
<th>/kampʃok/</th>
<th>build, erect</th>
<th>/ka.mpus/</th>
<th>cloth</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>/mpʰ/</td>
<td>/tampʰet/</td>
<td>vomit</td>
<td>/tampʰi/</td>
<td>outside</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/mb/</td>
<td>/tambat/</td>
<td>mountain</td>
<td>/tambil/</td>
<td>rope</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/nt/</td>
<td>/tɔntwa/</td>
<td>sickle</td>
<td>/tɔntok/</td>
<td>beak</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/ntʰ/</td>
<td>/kantʰen/</td>
<td>pull</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/nd/</td>
<td>/sondiʔ/</td>
<td>day after tomorrow</td>
<td>/ tandar/</td>
<td>rubbish</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/nc/</td>
<td>/tancap/</td>
<td>shadow side of a slope</td>
<td>/ kanču/</td>
<td>transport</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/ncʰ/</td>
<td>/kɔncʰat/</td>
<td>flat</td>
<td>/kʰančʰwak/</td>
<td>pit, stone</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/nj/</td>
<td>/kʰanjarara/</td>
<td>cicada</td>
<td>/nkuruʔ/</td>
<td>nit</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/ŋk/</td>
<td>/kavanʃka/</td>
<td>chew</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/ŋkʰ/</td>
<td>/təŋkʰuʔ/</td>
<td>behind, back</td>
<td>/kankʰrun/</td>
<td>incarnate</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/ŋg/</td>
<td>/kanangə/</td>
<td>share</td>
<td>/ kunguʔ/</td>
<td>pestle</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/nts/</td>
<td>/karantsuk/</td>
<td>cut up</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/ntsʰ/</td>
<td>/kanantsʰok/</td>
<td>gnaw</td>
<td>/kantsʰoʔp/</td>
<td>hasty</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/ndz/</td>
<td>/kawandzor/</td>
<td>grind</td>
<td>/ tandzwi/</td>
<td>tusk</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/ntʃ/</td>
<td>/kantʃʰa/</td>
<td>butcher</td>
<td>/kantʃʰiʔ/</td>
<td>choose</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/ntʃʰ/</td>
<td>/kantʃʰok/</td>
<td>wild goose</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/ndʃ/</td>
<td>/kandʒaʔp/</td>
<td>tumble, fall</td>
<td>/ tandʒu/</td>
<td>skin</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### g. Syllable breaks

As explained in section 2.3.b on syllable patterns above, morpheme boundaries and syllable breaks do not always coincide. The most frequent occurrence of a disconnect between boundaries on the morphological and syllabic level is in the case of morphemes that consist of one or two consonants only, while the Jiǎomùzú CV pattern requires each syllable to also have a vowel. For example, kʰoroʔk, 'ant' consists of the prefix kʰ- which occurs in animal names signalling 'non-mammal'. The morpheme break is after kʰ. But the most basic syllable pattern consists of one consonant and one
vowel, requiring a syllable break after $k^h_o$. In the examples in this section a hyphen marks the morpheme boundary, a dot indicates the syllable break:

(42) $[k^h_o'roʔk]$ /$k^h_o$-o$'roʔk$/ ant

Since morphemes carry meaning, I mark morphological boundaries in the following chapters, not syllable breaks. Nevertheless, syllable breaks can be important for practical reasons such as the development of a phonologically sound orthography. I therefore briefly discuss some issues concerning syllable breaks here.

For most words in the Jiǎomùzú dialects it is easy to establish clear, unequivocal syllable breaks based on CV patterns and morphological information, since many Jiǎomùzú words consist of strings of morphemes whose boundaries coincide with CV patterns. Two factors that can cause problems in assigning correct syllable breaks are fastness of connected speech and ambiguity of a consonant sequence. In such cases, application of morphological information usually solves the issue. For example, in the fastness of connected speech, and due to a tendency towards voicelessness, vowels sometimes disappear, especially in unstressed syllables. This can lead to wrong grouping of consonants in a cluster and the disappearance of entire syllables:

(43) $[n̪at̪əˈʃok̚]$ */na-tə-ʃoʔk/ finished, 2s

In normal speech there are apparently just three syllables, though the $[ʃ]$ may sound just a fraction longer than normally, and rounding, expected on consonants in syllables with rounded vowels, does not take place. The unaccountable lengthening of the consonant can be an indication of a hidden vowel, for which in this case proof comes from morphological comparison:

(44) /ka-joʔk/ end (dynamic verb prefix-root) [ka'joʔk']

/kə-sə-joʔk/ finish (dynamic verb prefix-causal marker-root) [kasi'joʔk'],

[ka'ʃoʔk']

The vowel of the causal marker assimilates for place with the glide, becoming [i], or disappearing altogether. By analogy with this form the correct second singular past form of 'finish' is:

(45) /na-tə-sə-joʔk-w/ finished (past-2-causality-root-2s) [nətə'ʃoʔk']

Sometimes the apparent loss of vowels leads to seemingly impossible consonant clusters, as in [mbrza], 'knife'. Jiǎomùzú cannot have four consonants in an initial cluster, so there must be a syllable break. But it is unclear how it should be applied: /mbo.raqə/ and /mbo.rza/ are equally valid and there is no morphological information that can come to the rescue. In such a case the ambiguity cannot be solved dialect-internally. When, say for orthographic reasons, it is still desirable to decide
on a syllable break, comparison with variants from other dialects can be helpful. The following forms are from my word list survey.\(^78\)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>(46)</th>
<th>Miyàluó(79)</th>
<th>Mìyàluó(79), Myag-lo.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>[brtza]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dāngbà</td>
<td>[mbə'rtze]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shāshídūō</td>
<td>[brstza]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Báiwān</td>
<td>[mbə'rstsa]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Baòxìng</td>
<td>[mbə'rtsa]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dānbā</td>
<td>[za'griʔ]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bādí</td>
<td>[za'groʔk]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Based on a comparison with Bāoxìng and Báiwān the Jiāomùzú variant [mbrza] could be analysed as /mbə.rza/.

In some instances an imploded syllable can become part of morphologically standardised forms:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>(47)</th>
<th>/kə-raʔm/</th>
<th>dry (non-process verb; prefix-root)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>/ka-rə-kram/</td>
<td>make, cause to dry (process verb; prefix-cause-root)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The cluster /kr/ in the dynamic verb can easily be traced to a contraction of the two syllables of the stative verb. This kind of process may be responsible for quite a few of the initial consonant clusters, especially in verb roots. Careful analysis is needed to see which clusters are morphologically frozen or standardised, and which are actually caused by imploded syllables and should be split up in a prefix and root. Observations as to which clusters are indeed accepted by native speakers as morphological units, and which are strings of affixes that lose their separate identity only in connected speech can fruitfully inform such analysis.\(^80\)

The second factor that can cause mistakes in the correct allocation of syllable breaks is ambiguity of a consonant sequence. The final consonant of the preceding syllable is mistaken for the first consonant of the following syllable and vice versa. This is especially so for words in which it is not immediately clear where an affix ends and a root starts, for loanwords, and for compound words consisting of roots with consonant clusters. Decisions on ambiguous syllable breaks that cannot be resolved with the help of word-internal morphological information can be informed by application of analogy from unambiguous sequences:

---

\(^78\) Prins 1997 (unpublished).

\(^79\) 米亚罗, Myag-lo.

\(^80\) The implosion of syllables due to the tendency of speakers to drop vowels is a phonological process similar to, but not the same as, the morphological processes in which verbal prefixes are merged to form one new prefix, retaining the meanings of both the merged prefixes. For a discussion, see the chapter on verbs.
In a small number of cases dialect-internal characteristics such as CV patterns, morphological information and analogy with unambiguous sequences fail to bring resolution. If nevertheless for pragmatic reasons a choice about a syllable break, one way or the other, has to be made, dialect external or even language external information can inform the decision. For the Jiǎomùzú dialects, comparison with other dialects or languages such as literary Tibetan and Chinese, can be helpful, especially for loanwords:

Sometimes a syllable break can be assigned in either one of two valid ways, for lack of analogy with other syllables, morphological information and direct supportive evidence from other languages or dialects:

The Jiǎomùzú syllable canon would support either /mə ntoʔk/ or /mən toʔk/. There is no direct match in the literary Tibetan form, which is རིག་ཏོག, me-tog. In such cases, though there is no dialect-internal evidence that would support one choice over the other, other arguments may be brought into play if a decision is required. The Tibetan form has as initial syllable me, and in Jiǎomùzú there are many instances of prenasalised /t/. The preferred choice here may therefore be /mə ntoʔk/. Such reasoning is clearly not based on phonological or other dialect-internal arguments, but may help decide ambiguous cases while staying as close as possible to common characteristics of the dialect.
h. **Glottal stops, CV patterns and tone**

For the purpose of clarity in the discussions following in this section and the next, I define 'tone' as lexical tone: a distinctive pitch level of a syllable and an essential feature of the meaning of a word. I define 'pitch' as an auditory sensation in terms of which a sound may be ordered on a scale from 'low' to 'high'. And 'accent' is the emphasis which makes a word stand out in a stream of speech. Therefore accent is not solely a matter of loudness but also of pitch and duration. 'Stress' refers to the degree of force used in producing a syllable. Prominence of a syllable is usually due to an increase in loudness of a stressed syllable, but increases in length and often pitch may contribute as well. Lexical stress distinguishes meaning in a word.\(^{81}\)

In previous descriptions of rGyalrong phonology various authors have noted contrast between level and falling pitch, in some studies linked to the occurrence of a glottal in final or pre-final position of the phonological word.\(^{82}\)

(51) \[ təˈmbrî \] plaything, toy \[ təˈrpû \] chaff  
\[ təˈmbrîʔ \] rope (n) \[ təˈrpûʔ \] seed  
\[ kʰaˈʃpâ \] frog \[ kəˈɟô \] light (not heavy)  
\[ kaˈʃpâʔ \] know \[ kaˈɟôʔ \] sheep

Different ideas have been offered to account for these phenomena. Some authors have interpreted the data to indicate that rGyalrong has a tonal contrast. However, solutions to the glottal-and-pitch phenomena have lacked the comprehensiveness to account for all data. This is firstly because the contrasting pitch and the occurrence of the glottal are limited to final syllables. Secondly, both the perceived tonality and the glottal stop linked to its occurrence disappear in compounds, even if the affected syllable is still in final position, not to mention connected speech. And third, the contrasting pairs of words are not necessarily the same across the dialects. I have, so far, not found any single syllable words that contrast for pitch in Jiǎomùzú. The contrast between level and falling pitch in syllables is, at best, minimal and occurs independently from the glottal stop. In my data there are words with a glottal but a falling pitch. I also have words that have a level pitch, but no glottal appears:

---

\(^{81}\) These definitions are borrowed from David Crystal, *A Dictionary of Linguistics and Phonetics* (1991).

\(^{82}\) Kin 1949, Mansier 1983, and Nagano 1984 find that tone is not phonemic, and do not mention glottal stops in connection with tone. Jin 1957, Wolfenden 1936, Lín Xiàngróng 1993 and Chang 1968 find some pairs of words in which pitch is contrastive, but all of them admit there is no tonal system to be derived from these. Of these authors, only Wolfenden notes the existence of glottal stops in word final position. The watershed paper on tonality in rGyalrong is Dài and Yannuchu 1992. Dài concludes that there is tone, or at least that a tonal system is developing, and that occurrence of the glottal stop and level pitch are linked. Lin You-Jing 2000 builds on Dài's work.
Then there are instances where an unaccented syllable retains a glottal and a level pitch:

(54) ['nəmäʔk], ['nəmäʔ] no, not at all

Jiăomûzû CV patterns may be of help here. In section 2.3.b on CV patterns I have proposed two basic patterns, CV and -V(C)(C), to fit the requirements of my data. One of these, CV, already made it necessary to view the glottal stop as a full phoneme. The -V(C)(C) pattern, necessitated by morphological markers suffixed to the root syllable, leaves space for clusters consisting of two consonants. If the glottal stop counts as a full consonant it can fill either the final or the pre-final consonant spot. It then fits all the Jiăomûzû data without having to pose a separate tonal system. The disappearance of the glottal from connected speech, compounds etc. may be explained by the tendency in Jiăomûzû for final consonants to erode into disappearance, and the displacement that takes place when morphological markers are added to the end of a syllable. Or the case can be made for the glottal to have limited distribution, word initially before a vowel, and word finally or prefinally in accented syllables only. A third possible way of looking at the puzzle is suggested by Dài and Yanmuchu in their 1992 paper. They note that the first condition to affect a split into tones is the presence of a final plosive in a syllable. If this is correct, the tendency of the Jiăomûzû dialects to lose finals and the presence of final and pre-final glottal stops may indicate that final stops are eroding into glottal stops. This in turn may point to the beginnings of the development of a tonal system. Each of these possible interpretations would consider the appearance of the glottal as primary. Pitch becomes a secondary feature that does not contrast, which fits the Jiăomûzû data. Slight level and falling pitch patterns can be observed. Level pitch mainly, but not always, occurs in closed syllables ending in a plosive, whereas falling pitch occurs predominantly, but not always, in open syllables or in syllables ending in a nasal or a fricative.

An additional indication that the glottal stop is primary, with pitch or tonal features as a secondary issue, comes from data that seems to imply a role for the glottal in distinguishing meaning on the

---

83 Dài and Yanmuchu (1992: 29).
84 There is some anecdotal evidence that supports this theory. For example, I have heard native speakers from Jiăomûzû Mîchâng pronounce 'sheep' as [kʰjʊʔk], and 'Tibetan' as [kʰr'uk], with a clear final plosive. Also, Professor Āwang suggests that [tʰərɔʔ], 'leader' derives from an ancient tribal name pronounced [tʰərɔk]. The descendants of the people bearing this name became leaders, and the word [tʰərɔk], by extension, came to mean 'leader, headman, boss'. The final consonant then sloughed off, leaving only a glottal stop, so that now we are left with the contrasting pair /ta.ro/, 'chest' and /ta.roʔ/, 'leader'.
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grammatical level as well as on the phonological level. Consider the following two sentences from Púzhì:

(55) [ka'ndza] /kandza/ eat

[ŋa'ndzenŋ] /ŋa-ndze-ŋ/
EREFL-eat-1s
I eat by myself (without any company).

[ŋa ŋa'ndzeʔŋ] /ŋa  ndzeʔ-ŋ/
I EREFL-eat-1s
I eat [something] myself (without sharing it with others).

Apart from the occurrence of ŋa, 'I', for emphasis, the only difference between the sentences is the glottal stop. Apparently the glottal stop here marks the subtle difference between semantic notions of 'by myself, without company' and 'by myself, without sharing the food'. The emphatic reflexivity marker ŋa- emphasises 'myself', see section (7.8.e) on reflexivity in the chapter on verbs, but is not able to mark the difference between the two different levels of 'not with others'. For that, the glottal stop is pressed into service. The difference is subtle. Of course, if I eat by myself, I also don't share my food with others. But the second phrase clearly means that there are other people there. I just don't want to give them any of my food. At this point it is unclear to me if such grammatical distinctions marked by a glottal stop are a matter of individual speaker preference, local usage at, say, the village level, or a broadly applicable principle that simply has gone unnoticed before. It is obvious that the glottal stop cannot be ignored and that a dedicated study of its functions and usage may open unexpectedly fruitful fields of study.

In regards to tone rGyalrong gives a mixed picture. Like the Jiǎomùzú dialects, the Northern dialect of Chábǎo does not have tone, though stress is contrastive.85 Lin, in her most recent work on the Central dialect of Zhuökèjì, proposes a simple two-way contrast between toneless words and words that have a falling tone. The glottal stop is not phonemic and plays no role in tonal patterns. Tonality is contrastive not only on the phonemic level but also marks grammatical distinctions.86 Sun notes glottal stops as well as tonal alternations that serve, among other things, to mark tense, aspect and modal meanings on verbs for Northern rGyalrong varieties and other members of rGyalrongic.87 A preliminary glance at the dialects of Southern rGyalrong shows that some of them have tonal systems that involve at least high, mid and low level tones as well as falling tones, by far the most complex tonal system in the rGyalrongic languages reported so far. At this point only raw data are

85 Xiàng (2008: 36).
86 Lin 2009.
87 Sun 2000a and Sun 2000b.
available,\textsuperscript{88} so that it is not clear yet whether the tones function on a phonological level only or are contrastive on a morphological level also.

\section*{i. \textit{Stress, pitch and accent}}

Contrastive stress or accent can arise only through morphology. On the phonological level stress is not contrastive. Discussions of contrastive stress on the morphological level can be found in subsection 2 below as well as section 2.3.j of this chapter and in sections 7.4 and 7.5 of the verb chapter. A simple pitch-accent system assigns relative high and low pitch to every syllable in a word, with the accent on the syllable that sounds loudest and has the highest pitch. I give examples of the various pitch patterns below. A stress marker marks the accented syllables. For ease of reading syllables in the examples are separated by a dot. High and low pitch is marked by H and L respectively below the corresponding syllables.

\section*{1. Pitch}

\textit{Pitch patterns for two syllable words}

The default pattern for two syllable words is accent on the second syllable, with low pitch on the first:

\begin{tabular}{l}
(56) /kʰa.ˈɲuk/ pika /\textit{ta.ˈnuʔ}/ breast \\
   L  H & L  H \\
\end{tabular}

Two syllable words that consist of a prefix and a root have low pitch on the prefix, and high pitch on the accented second syllable. In two syllable words that are compounds the pitch on the unaccented syllable is somewhat lower than that on the accented syllable, but not as low as on the prefix in prefix-root combinations. Level of pitch is relative:

\begin{tabular}{l}
(57) /tʃu.ˈsrem/ otter, of /\textit{ta.ˈjuʔ}/, 'water', and /srem/, 'otter' \\
   L  H & L  H \\
\end{tabular}

Note that the initial consonant has become voiceless. This can be attributed either to a tendency in Jiāomùzú to devoice initial plosives and affricates or to a straight loan from Tibetan [tʃʰəˈsram], 'otter'; literary Tibetan: བསྒྲོན་, \textit{chu-sram}.

\textsuperscript{88} The unpublished data are from an extensive survey of rGyalrong dialects undertaken by Professor Nagano.
**Pitch patterns for three syllable words**

The default pattern for three syllable words is accent and accompanying high pitch on the final syllable, with low pitch on the unaccented initial syllable and high pitch on the unaccented second syllable:

(58) /ta.k[ǐ].ˈru/ taste
    L  H  H
/k[ʰ]a.rdi.ˈliʔ/ earth worm
    L  H  H

A secondary pattern exists for words with reduplicated syllables, which have the accent on the second syllable with low pitch on both the initial and final syllable:

(59) /k[ʰ]a.ˈmŋaʔ?m.mŋaʔ?m/ small bell for leading a circle dance
    L  H  L
/ta.ˈʃəm.ʃəm/ niter
    L  H  L

**Pitch patterns for four syllable words**

The default pattern for four syllable words is accent on the final syllable, with low pitch on the initial syllable and high pitch on the second and third syllables:

(60) /k[ʰ]a.jpə.ˈlo.ˈta/ skipping (a child's game)
    L  H  H  H
/kə.ka.va.ˈʃki/ burnt, scorched
    L  H  H  H
/ka.ʃi.ktek.ˈsnan/ brothers
    L  H  H  H

A second pattern exists, as for three syllable words, for words that have reduplication of a syllable. In such words, the accent is on the second syllable. The initial syllable takes a low pitch, as do the third and fourth syllables:

(61) /k[ʰ]a.ˈʃpə.lə.lo/ butterfly
    L  H  L  L
/da.ˈtsə.go.go/ two stringed instrument
    L  H  L  L
/kə.ˈŋa.gu.guʔ/ bent
    L  H  L  L
/ka.ˈŋa.pʰət.pʰət/ lose contact with
    L  H  L  L
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*Pitch patterns for words of more than four syllables*

Words that consist of more than four syllables are usually verb roots with a string of affixes. In this type of word stress is contrastive on the morphological level and overrules previous pitch patterns. I discuss this kind of stress pattern in section 2.3.1 on morpho-phonemics at the end of this chapter and where relevant in chapter 7 on verb morphology.

*Compounds*

The accent in compounds consisting of three or four syllables is on the part of the compound that has dominance in establishing meaning or is emphasised by the speaker. Morpheme breaks are marked by hyphens, syllable breaks by dots. Some compounds consist of two nouns connected by a genitive construction in which the second term of the genitive is marked by the third person singular prefix w-. For more on genitive constructions, see the chapters on pronouns and nouns:

(62) /ˈmbroʔ-w-a.rmbok/ mane (of a horse) (horse-3s.mane)

H L L

/ˈsmok-ka.ŋam/ down (a very soft kind of hair) (wool-soft)

H L L

/kʰor.lo-’mnu/ augur, drill (wheel-drill)

L H H

/ta.waʔp-’jeʔm/ sewing kit (needle-house)

L H H

/kʰa.ˈmtse-pə.rjo/ centipede (bug-hundred)

L H L L

/ta.ˈʃmi-w-a.wo/ tongue tip (tongue-3s-head)

L H L L

The compounds conform to either the first or the second pitch pattern established earlier. In doing so, the constituent of the compound that is less emphasised loses its original pitch pattern and accent. Accent only occurs on one syllable within a word:

(63) /ta.ˈʃmi/ tongue

/ta.ˈwo/ head

/ta.ˈʃmi-w-a.wo/ tongue tip (tongue-3s-head)

*Loanwords*

Most loanwords conform to the patterns described above, but there are some that behave differently. They have an accent on the first syllable in two syllable words, followed by a low pitch on the second syllable:
This sort of pattern, as well as the assignment of pitch in loanwords, can be accounted for by a rule that syllables following an accented syllable automatically have low pitch.

Based on this overview the following rules can be deduced for pitch patterns in Jiǎomùzú:

- accented syllables have high pitch
- there is only one accent per word
- default accent is on the final syllable
- initial un-accented syllables take low pitch
- syllables following the initial syllable and leading up to an accent take high pitch
- post-accent syllables take low pitch

High and low are relative standards. If two low or high pitches follow each other in a word, e.g. H-L-L, as in /kʰajpəlo/, 'butterfly', the first low pitch will be pronounced at mid level and the last one at low level. Two high pitches leading up to the accent, as in /kəkəvəʃi/, 'burnt', will sound like a mid level and a high level pitch respectively.

Accented syllables in Jiǎomùzú are marked both by a greater degree of loudness or force and a higher pitch than the surrounding syllables. Since pitch patterns are predictable, as shown above, but not contrastive, I do not mark pitch and accent in the phonemic descriptions.

2. Stress

Stress is contrastive on the morphological level, where it marks a variety of meanings, such as the difference between interrogative and prohibitive. Interrogatives and prohibitives are both marked by prefix mə, but only the verb root of the prohibitive is stressed. In the example below hyphens mark morpheme breaks and a stress mark indicates stress. The two verb phrases both have three syllables. The final syllable of each example consists of two morphemes:

(65a)  /mə-tə-tʃi-i-n/  Will you go? (INT-2-go-2s)
          L   H   L

(65b)  /mə-tə-ˈtʃi-i-n/  Don't go. (PROH-2-go-2s)
          L   L   H

Since pitch and accent are not contrastive on the phonological or the morphological level, I do not mark phonemic transcriptions for it in the following chapters. Stress is predictable and contrastive, and will be marked as appropriate throughout the rest of this study.
I discuss grammatically contrastive stress patterns more fully in sections 7.4 and 7.5 of the verb chapter. Here I just give a concise overview of the grammatical functions marked by stress. Contrastive stress is used to mark three kinds of evidentiality, first and second person present imperfective aspect, past-in-the-future relative tense and imperatives. Example (65a, b) above and examples (66), (67) and (68) below show the regular stress patterns for these grammatical functions. In the verb phrase two grammatical functions marked by two separate prefixes can merge into one slot. Usually the consonant of the first prefix remains as well as the vowel of the second prefix. If the second prefix carries grammatically distinctive stress, as in the case of the non-direct evidentiality marker a-, the stress remains, as in example (66). In this study I transcribe a- in its full form. Another kind of evidentiality is signalled by observation marker na-, used when a speaker has personal experience of an event or object. This marker is also stressed. After negation marker ma- and with some linking and existential verbs the vowel of the observation marker becomes ə, see example (67). Since both na- and nə- can occur unstressed, signalling other grammatical functions, in the same slot, both forms of the observation marker must be marked for contrastive stress. The third stressed evidentiality marker is nə- which signals outside authority, see example (66). First en second person present imperfective aspect is marked by the stressed prefix ka-, as in (66). The relative tense past-in-the-future is formed by prefixing a perfective marker to a verb root and adding stress to the prefix. In normal perfective aspect frames the perfective marker is not stressed, as in example (66). Morpheme breaks are indicated by hyphens in the following examples.

(66) /ka-top/  [kaṭop]  hit (INF-root)
/kə-top-g/  [ˈkətom]  I’m hitting (PRIMP-root-1s)
/ŋa-top-w/  [naṭop]  he is hitting (PRIMP-root-3s)
/na-top-w/  [naṭop]  he hit (PFT-root-3s)
/na-ˈtop-w/  [naˈɔp]  hit! (IMP-root-2s)
/na-top-w/  [ˈnaṭop]  he is hitting (OBS-root-3s)
/na-ˈə-top-w/  [ˈnaˈətop]  he hit (PFT-NEV-root-3s)
/na-ˈə-top-w/  [ˈnaˈətop]  he hit (EV-root-3s)
/ma-top-w/  [maṭop]  doesn't hit (NEG-root-3s)
/na-top-ə [tʃe]  [ˈnaˈətom tʃe]  once I will have hit (PFT-root-1s LOC)

(67) /ka-mem/  [kəmem]  tasty (INF-root)
/na-mem/  [ˈnamem]  tasty (OBS-root)
/ma-ˈnə-mem/  [maˈnəmem]  not tasty (NEG-OBS-root)

(68) /ka-ɲu/  [kaɲy]  live, be at home (INF-root)
/ju/  [ɲy]  is at home (root)
/ma-ɲu/  [maɲy]  is not at home (NEG-root)
/na-ɲu/  [ˈnaɲy]  is at home (OBS-root)
/ma-ˈnə-ɲu/  [maˈnəɲy]  is not at home (NEG-OBS-root)
j. Assimilation and dissimilation

Assimilation in Jiáomùzú is expressed in a variety of ways. I give the main categories below, with some examples for each.

Voicing

There is a tendency for plosives to soften into fricatives in the Jiáomùzú dialects. These fricatives then may assimilate for voicing with the following consonants or vowels:

(69) /k/ - [ɣ]  /tokənatsoʔnə/  [tɔŋoŋaʼtsɔŋ]  look, 1s past
     /kanəknu/  [kanəʼγnu]  feel guilty

/g/ - [ɣ]  /tɔgʒə/  [tɔʼγʒə]  genital organ
     /zgogden/  [zgoʼyden]  threshold

/p/ - [ɸ]  /pkwəʔ/  [φkwəʔ]  chicken
     /tapke/  [taʼφke]  be full (after eating)

/p/ - [b]  /jɔpʃəp/  [jɔbʼʃəp]  fish

/b/ - [β]  /kə bde/  [kəʼbde]  good

Voicing of voiceless consonants such as fricatives in a voiced environment is also common:

(70) /kasɔnəna/  [kazɔŋaʼnə]  stop, cease

/r/ can be devoiced after /k/ and especially /kʰ/:

(71) /kʰroŋkʰroŋ/  [kʰrɔŋ kʰrɔŋ]  throat
     /kʰrəʔw/  [kʰrəʔw]  rice

Place of articulation

In the prenasalised series the nasals assimilate to the place of articulation of the following plosive or affricate, see section 2.3.f on the prenasalised series.

The vowel /u/ assimilates to the place of articulation of preceding consonants, moving forward to [u] or even [o]:

(72) /kəmrbru/  [kəʼmbrɔ]  yak
     /tavlù/  [taʼvlə]  age

/mepʰuʔ/  [meʼpʰuʔ]  poplar
     /kətsəru/  [kətsəʼru]  salty
The vowel /ə/ in non-accented syllables can assimilate to [ɔ] before /o, w/, and to [i] or [e] before palatals and alveolars occurring in a following syllable:

(73) /təjla/  [te'jla, ti'jla] milk
/təjwaʔk/  [te'jwaʔk] neighbour
/təskruʔ/  [ti'skruʔ] body
/təʃnaʔ/  [tiʃnaʔ] heart
/təŋro/  [toŋro] sinew, tendon
/təmŋok/  [to'mŋok] bread
/kəwas/  [kə'was] fly

/a/ in a non-accented syllable can become [ɑ] before syllables with /o, k/ or /w/ and [e] before palatals:

(74) /təjmi/  [te'jmi] tail
/təʃten/  [teʃten] scales, steelyard
/kəktor/  [koktəɾ] break up, scatter
/pʰaroʔk/  [pʰaroʔk] crow
/kərnaʔk/  [koɾnaʔk] deep
/kəpsak/  [koɾpsak] light, not dark
/kəwoʔt/  [ko'woʔt] help with physical labour
/kəwu/  [ko'wu] charm box

The assimilation caused by /w/ in these cases seems to indicate that native speakers perceive of /w/ as of a velar rather than a bilabial approximant. However, assimilation does not happen in all environments with /w/ and apparently is a matter of speaker preference. For this reason I keep /w/ in the bilabial column rather than grouping it with the velars.

**Mode of articulation**

Plosives may harmonise with mode of articulation with nasals and fricatives:

(75) /k/ - [ŋ]  /pakndze/ [pan'ndze] swill, pigs feed
     /pʰa mbo/ [pʰaŋ'mbo] corpse
/c/ - [ʃ]  /ʃtfi/ [ʃçi] linking verb 'be'

**Disappearance of finals before following initials**

In the flow of speech finals tend to disappear, sometimes without leaving a trace, sometimes with a glottal as a reminder:
Morpho-phonemics

The principles of assimilation and dissimilation as described above also hold on the morphological level, when affixes are attached to roots. The phonological shape of the affix can influence the realisation of the root. For example, when a root is marked with the locative suffix -j, phonetically, the final consonant, if there is one, of the root drops out while the vowel of the last syllable assimilates for place to a more palatal or central environment. Locative -j sometimes is not pronounced:

(77) /kantʃak/  [ka'ntʃe]  market, town
/kantʃak-j/  market-LOC
at the market, in town

/kʰa/  [kʰe]  room
/kʰa-j/  room-LOC
in the communal kitchen or livingroom

/təŋgu/  [təŋgi]  inside
/təŋgu-j/  inside-LOC
on the inside

/stoŋ-pa/  [stoŋ'pe]  every-year
/stoŋ-pa-j/  every-year-LOC
in every year, yearly

(78) /loser  w-əʒak-j/  [wu'ʒe?]  New.Year  3s:GEN-time-LOC
at New Year's
Another example is the third person genitive marker w-, which replaces the initial consonant of a noun marker in possessives and other genitive type constructions. If w- is prefixed to a noun that has ta- as its nominal prefix, the vowel [a] remains unaltered. But if the prefix is tə- the central vowel is realised more as a back vowel [u]:

(80) /ta-miʔ/ leg /w-a.miʔ/ [wə'miʔ] his leg
    3s:GEN-leg

/tə-skruʔ/ body /w-ə.skruʔ/ [wu'skruʔ] his body
    3s:GEN-body

For nouns that do not have a nominal prefix the third person marker wu- is prefixed in its full form and the vowel is realised as [u]:

(81) /hawʂuʔ/ number /wu-hawʂuʔ/ [wu'hwuʔ] his number
    3s:GEN-number

In the Jiāomùzú verb paradigms, the pronominal suffixes are very important. However, it is not always easy to pinpoint exactly what the suffix is, because of the way the suffixes and the finals of the verb stem influence each other phonetically. Before I discuss the verb paradigm I first establish some of the morphophonemic rules of thumb and give some examples for common verb forms.

Final consonants

Jiāomùzú verb roots can have a final consonant. These finals are from one of four categories: plosive, nasal, fricative or glide. Person and number suffixes influence, and sometimes are influenced by, these consonants. In my data there are examples with final plosives /p,t,k/, final nasals /m,n/, final fricative /s/ and final glides /l,r/. The following generalisations can be extrapolated from my data:

1s -ŋ - plosives take the same place as the first person singular marker or become a glottal, while final glottals disappear
- nasals take the same place as the first person singular marker
- fricatives and glides are overruled and replaced by the first person singular marker
In the following examples the verb *kaleʔt* is used in the sense of 'write', part of the phrase *tascok kaleʔt*, 'write [any kind of writing]'. The verb *kasəraʔm* is transitive and means literally 'cause to dry'. The forms between slashes show the full form of the verb stems with their suffixes. The forms in brackets are phonetic transcriptions.

(82)  
\[
\begin{align*}
\text{kanəup} & \quad \text{sleep} & /nəup-ŋ/ & [nəˈjym] & \text{I sleep} \\
\text{kaleʔt} & \quad \text{write} & /leʔt-ŋ/ & [leʔŋ] & \text{I write} \\
\text{karjoʔk} & \quad \text{run} & /rjoʔk-ŋ/ & [rjoʔŋ] & \text{I run} \\
\text{kataʔ} & \quad \text{put} & /taʔ-ŋ/ & [taʔŋ] & \text{I put} \\
\text{kasəraʔm} & \quad \text{dry} & /səraʔm-ŋ/ & [səˈraʔm] & \text{I dry} \\
\text{kandon} & \quad \text{read} & /ndon-ŋ/ & [ndoŋ] & \text{I read} \\
\text{kanəkroʔs} & \quad \text{discuss} & /nəkroʔs-ŋ/ & [nəkroʔŋ] & \text{I discuss} \\
\text{kapʰəl} & \quad \text{offer up} & /pʰəl-ŋ/ & [pʰəŋ] & \text{I offer up} \\
\text{kaskoʔr} & \quad \text{hire} & /skoʔr-ŋ/ & [skoʔŋ] & \text{I hire}
\end{align*}
\]

2s/3s -n/-w  
- plosives remain or become a glottal; glottals remain and may block the pronunciation of the number suffix  
- nasals take the same place as the second person singular markers  
- fricatives drop out, with sometimes a glottal replacing final as well as suffix  
- glides drop out or become a glottal

Jiǎomùzú marks second and third person singular on transitive verbs with –w. Intransitive verbs are not marked for third person singular, while second person singular has –n. The examples below are all for second person singular.

(83)  
\[
\begin{align*}
\text{katop} & \quad \text{hit} & /tə-top-w/ & [təˈtop] & \text{you hit} \\
\text{kaleʔt} & \quad \text{write} & /tə-leʔt-w/ & [təˈleʔt] & \text{you write} \\
\text{kəjpaʔk} & \quad \text{thirsty} & /tə-jpaʔk-ŋ/ & [təˈjpaʔk] & \text{you are thirsty} \\
\text{kataʔ} & \quad \text{put} & /tə-taʔ-w/ & [təˈtaʔw] & \text{you put} \\
\text{kasəraʔm} & \quad \text{dry} & /tə-səraʔm-w/ & [təˈsəraʔm] & \text{you dry} \\
\text{kandon} & \quad \text{read} & /təndon-w/ & [təˈndon] & \text{you read} \\
\text{kanəkroʔs} & \quad \text{discuss} & /tə-nəkroʔs-w/ & [təˈnəkroʔsw] & \text{you discuss} \\
\text{kapʰəl} & \quad \text{offer up} & /tə-pʰəl-w/ & [təˈpʰəw] & \text{you offer up} \\
\text{kaskoʔr} & \quad \text{hire} & /tə-skoʔr-w/ & [təˈskoʔr] & \text{you hire}
\end{align*}
\]
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1d -dʒ - plosives remain, though they are sometimes hard to hear; [t] implodes into the suffix; final glottal disappears
- nasals remain
- fricatives and glides drop out

(84) kanəup sleep /nəup-dʒ/ [nəˈypdʒ] we two sleep
kaleʔt write /leʔt-dʒ/ [leʔdʒ] we two write
karəʔk run /rəʔk-dʒ/ [ɾəʔkdʒ] we two run
kataʔ put /taʔ-dʒ/ [tadʒ] we two put

kasɔraʔm dry /sɔraʔm-dʒ/ [sɔˈramdʒ] we two dry
kandon read /nδon-dʒ/ [nδondʒ] we two read

kanəkroʔs discuss /nəkroʔs-dʒ/ [nəkrodʒ] we two discuss
kapʰal offer up /pʰal-dʒ/ [pʰədʒ] we two offer up

kaskoʔr hire /skoʔr-dʒ/ [skodʒ] we two hire

2d/3d -ndʒ - plosives, glottals and nasals drop out or take the same place as second and third person dual markers
- fricatives and glides drop out

The examples are all third person forms, because the suffix marking is the same for second and third person:
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>(85)</th>
<th>kanɡup</th>
<th>sleep</th>
<th>/nɔɡup-ndʒ/</th>
<th>[nɔˈɡj̊ndʒ]</th>
<th>they two sleep</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>katop</td>
<td>hit</td>
<td>/top-ndʒ/</td>
<td>[tɔmŋ]</td>
<td>they two hit</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>kaleʔt</td>
<td>write</td>
<td>/leʔt-ndʒ/</td>
<td>[lɛndʒ]</td>
<td>they two write</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>karjəʔk</td>
<td>run</td>
<td>/rjəʔk-ndʒ/</td>
<td>[rjəndʒ]</td>
<td>they two run</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>kataʔ</td>
<td>put</td>
<td>/təʔ-ndʒ/</td>
<td>[təndʒ]</td>
<td>they two put</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>kasəraʔm</td>
<td>dry</td>
<td>/səraʔm-ndʒ/</td>
<td>[səˈramdʒ]</td>
<td>they two dry</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>kandon</td>
<td>read</td>
<td>/ndon-ndʒ/</td>
<td>[ndondʒ]</td>
<td>they two read</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>kanəkroʔs</td>
<td>discuss</td>
<td>/nakroʔs-ndʒ/</td>
<td>[nəkrondʒ]</td>
<td>they two discuss</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>kapʰəl</td>
<td>offer up</td>
<td>/pʰəl-ndʒ/</td>
<td>[pʰəndʒ]</td>
<td>they two offer up</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>kaskoʔr</td>
<td>hire</td>
<td>/skoʔr-ndʒ/</td>
<td>[skondʒ]</td>
<td>they two hire</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

1p, 2p/3p -j, -jn - final consonants of all categories drop out

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>(86)</th>
<th>katop</th>
<th>hit</th>
<th>/top-j/</th>
<th>[təj]</th>
<th>we hit</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>kanɡup</td>
<td>sleep</td>
<td>/tə-jup-jn/</td>
<td>[təˈj̊jpj]</td>
<td>you (p) sleep</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>kaleʔt</td>
<td>hit</td>
<td>/leʔt-jn/</td>
<td>[lɛjn]</td>
<td>they hit</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>kaŋpaʔk</td>
<td>thirsty</td>
<td>/ŋpaʔk-j/</td>
<td>[ŋpaj]</td>
<td>we are thirsty</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>kataʔ</td>
<td>put</td>
<td>/təʔ-jn/</td>
<td>[tajn]</td>
<td>they put</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>kasəraʔm</td>
<td>dry</td>
<td>/səraʔm-jn/</td>
<td>[səˈrajn]</td>
<td>they dry</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>kandon</td>
<td>read</td>
<td>/tə-ndon-jn/</td>
<td>[təndojn]</td>
<td>you (p) read</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>kanəkroʔs</td>
<td>discuss</td>
<td>/nakroʔs-j/</td>
<td>[nəkroj]</td>
<td>we discuss</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>kapʰəl</td>
<td>offer up</td>
<td>/pʰəl-j/</td>
<td>[pʰəj]</td>
<td>we offer up</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>kaskoʔr</td>
<td>hire</td>
<td>/tə-skor-jn/</td>
<td>[təˈskojn]</td>
<td>you (p) hire</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Final vowels**

All six of the Jiāomùzú vowels /i, e, a, o, u/ and /ə/ can occur as finals of verb roots. Person and number suffixes influence the final vowels in open syllable verbal roots to some extent, though not nearly as much as they do final consonants. In general the following rules apply:
The second and the third person singular transitive suffix \(-w\) tends to be difficult to hear or gets dropped, especially after final \(-o\), \(-u\) and \(-ə\). The finals \(-a\) and \(-e\) tend to become rounded before the \(-w\) suffix:

\[87\] /karko/ put /tərk-o-w/ [təˈrko] you put
/kaptəru/ melt /ptə-r-u-w/ [ptəɾu] he melts
/kamejkrə/ climb /mejkrə-w/ [mejˈkrə] she climbs
/kava/ do /təv-a-w/ [təˈvə] you do
/karəkse/ use up /rək-se-w/ [ɾəksə] he uses up

The final \(-u\) tends to become fronted before plural suffix \(-j\). The same holds for forms that are modified with locative suffix \(-j\):

\[89\] /kaptəru/ melt /ptə-r-u-j/ [ptəɾyj] we melt
/kavavu/ cry /vav-u-jn/ [vəˈvyyŋ] they cry

Final \(-e\) and \(-i\) become nasalised before first person singular suffix \(-ŋ\), and tend to sound like a shwa:

\[90\] /kavi/ come /vɪ-ŋ/ [vɪŋ] I come
/kanətʃɐ/ get drunk /nətʃɐ-ŋ/ [nɪtʃʰəŋ] I get drunk

Verbs with a final \(-ə\) keep that vowel without showing much influence from the suffixes. These morpho-phonemic changes can make it quite difficult sometimes to pinpoint what the final vowel of a certain verb actually is, a problem easily solved by the elicitation of uninflected forms in isolation.

**Observation and present imperfective markers**

One other instance of morpho-phonemic change occurs with the stressed observation marker \(na\)-, which signals a certain kind of evidentiality based on experience, see section 7.5 of the verb chapter below. This marker has a vowel change, from \(-a\) to \(-ə\), when it occurs after negation marker \(ma\)- and when prefixed to linking verbs \(ŋos\, ‘be’\), \(maʔ\, ‘not be’\) and the existential verb \(miʔ\, ‘not have’\). In the following examples hyphens in the first line separate morphemes:

\[91\] kəməm tasty ma-’na-məm ma-’nə-məm
Q-OBS-tasty NEG-OBS-tasty
Does it taste good? No, it doesn't.

\[92\] ŋə-pəŋəˈdʒ ʼnə-miʔ
1s:GEN-money OBS-not.have
My money isn’t here!
A description of evidentiality and aspect follows in sections 7.5 and 7.4 respectively of the chapter on verbs.

For clarity of interpretation I give, in the following chapters, all roots and affixes in their phonemic form, with a hyphen between affixes. Syllable breaks are not indicated if they do not coincide with morpheme breaks. However, full forms of words, e.g. roots with their standard verbal or nominal prefix, if they are not modified by other prefixes, are given without hyphens, as in:

(93) tamiʔ leg nominal prefix ta- and root -miʔ
təskruʔ body nominal prefix to- and root -skruʔ
kʰaʃpa frog non-mammal prefix kʰ and root -aʃpa
kalaʔ rabbit mammal prefix k- and root -alaʔ

(94) w-amiʔ 3s:GEN-leg his leg
j-əskruʔ 1p:GEN-body our body
ɲi-kʰaʃpa 2p:GEN-frog your frog
wu-kaʃpa 3s:GEN-rabbit his rabbit

(95) kanəɟup sleep verbal prefix ka- and root -nəɟup
kəməʃτak cold verbal prefix kə- and root -məʃτak

(96) to-sa-nəɟup-w ˈna-məʃτak
PFT-CAUS-sleep-3s OBS-cold
put to sleep cold
APPENDIX A

Minimal and near-minimal pairs

In the following series the left hand column contains phonetic transcriptions, the right hand column phonetic ones. In the phonemic transcriptions syllable breaks are indicated by a space. Stress is marked only in the phonetic transcriptions.

Consonants

a. (near) minimal pairs for labials

/p/ - /pʰ/  
[pak]  /pak/  pig  
[pʰakˈmbo]  /pʰakmbo/  corpse  
[kaˈpɔ]  /kapo/  spin  
[kaˈpʰɔ]  /kapʰo/  escape

/p/ - /b/  
[kaˈmpʉʔ]  /kampuʔ/  cloth  
[kaˈmbʉʔ]  /kambuʔ/  give  
[ɾjaɾˈpo]  /ɾjarpo/  king, ruler  
[ɾoˈrboʔ]  /ɾorboʔ/  drum

/p/ - /m/  
[taˈpaʔt̪]  /tapaʔt̪/  flower  
[taˈmaʔ]  /tamaʔ/  work; business  
[ɾoˈwaʔm̚]  /ɾowaʔm/  bear  
[ɾaˈwaʔp̚]  /ɾawaʔp/  needle

/p/ - /w/  
[taˈpuʔ]  /tapuʔ/  child  
[kaˈwʉ]  /kawu/  amulet box  
[kʰaʃpa]  /kʰaʃpa/  frog  
[ɾoʃwa]  /ɾoʃwa/  tooth
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>/p/ - /v/</th>
<th>/ta'pa/</th>
<th>father</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>/ka'va/</td>
<td>/kava/</td>
<td>do</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/tapuʔ/</td>
<td>/tapa/</td>
<td>child</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/ta'vø/</td>
<td>/tavu/</td>
<td>grandparent</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| /b/ - /ʔ/ | /kambem/ | overflow |
| /tɔpʰeʔtʃ/ | /tampʰeʔt/ | vomit (n) |
| /tɔrʔu/ | /tarpʰu/ | fir tree |
| /tɔrboʔ/ | /tərboʔ/ | drum |

| /m/ - /ʔ/ | /kamoʔt/ | drink (v) |
| /kapʰoʔt/ | /kapʰoʔt/ | pick; take off; reach for |
| /pkwaʔmo/ | /pkwaʔmo/ | chicken, hen |
| /pkwaʔpʰo/ | /pkwaʔpʰo/ | rooster |

| /w/ - /ʔ/ | /pʰaroʔk/ | crow, raven |
| /waroʔ/ | /waroʔ/ | leader (3s) |
| /pʰot/ | /pʰot/ | expression of disapproval |
| /wuwooʔt/ | /wuwooʔt/ | light (3s) |

| /b/ - /ʔ/ | /təpʰok/ | salary |
| /təvok/ | /təvok/ | abdomen |
| /pʰiɾmuʔ/ | /pʰirmuʔ/ | outsider |
| /ka'vi/ | /kavi/ | come |

Because /b/ mostly occurs in clusters whereas /v/ and /w/ do not, minimal pairs for these phonemes are few.

| /b/ - /ʔ/ | /la'bat/ | horn (musical instrument) |
| /ta'wat/ | /tawat/ | mountain |
| /la'bat/ | /labat/ | horn (musical instrument) |
| /swi'vaʔt/ | /swivaʔt/ | barley flour |
b. (near) minimal pairs for alveolars

/t/-/tʰ/

[ka'taʔ] / kataʔ/ put
[taʔʰa] / taʔʰa/ book

[mboʔeʔmʰ] / mboteʔm/ kidney
[taʔmtʰeʔmʰ] / tamteʔm/ vegetable(s)

/t/-/d/

[kə'dar] / kədar/ slow (in thinking)
[kəʔtar] / kətar/ developed

[rə̃dak] / rə̃dak/ (wild) animal
[taʔfaʔkʰ] / taʔfaʔkʰ/ weaving, knitting, plaiting
/t/ - /n/  
[taˈmiʔ] /tamiʔ/ foot, leg  
[naˈmiʔ] /namiʔ/ your leg (2s-leg)  
[təˈmiʔ] /tamiʔ/ mountain  
[ˈnəməʔt̪] /naməʔt/ cheap (OBS-cheap)

/t/ - /r/  
[kaˈtəʔ] /kataʔ/ put  
[kʰaˈraʔ] /kʰaraʔ/ basket  
[təˈskəʔt̪] /təskəʔt/ language, speech  
[təˈskar] /təskar/ roast barley flour

/t/ - /s/  
[kaˈtəp] /katop/ hit  
[təˈsəʔp̚] /təsəʔp/ anus  
[təˈkaʔ] /takaʔ/ hoof  
[saˈkʰa] /sakʰa/ difficult

/t/ - /z/  
[təˈtəʔk̚] /tətəʔk/ weave or knit work; plaiting  
[kʰaˈzaʔ] /kʰaʔaʔ/ bowl  
[kaˈtəp] /katop/ hit  
[təˈzəʔk̚] /təzəʔk/ nail

/t/ - /lh/  
[taˈndɽiʔ] /tandɽiʔ/ friend  
[laˈndɽe] /lhandɽe/ devil; demon; ghost  
[meˈtoʔ] /metoʔ/ upper (e.g. upper teeth)  
[kaˈχok] /kalhoʔk/ appear, emerge

/t/ - /l/  
[kaˈtəp] /katop/ hit  
[ka ɬok] /kalok/ graze, herd (v)  
[taˈmiʔ] /tamiʔ/ leg  
[laˈmɲu] /lamɲu/ big bamboo basket

/tʰ/ - /d/  
[təˈmtʰek] /təmtʰek/ waist  
[kʰaˈməʔč] /kʰaməʔč/ reins  
[daˈtʰa] /datʰa/ book  
[daˈtsəʔgogo] /datsəʔgogo/ two stringed instrument
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| /tʰ/ - /n/ | [tʰəˈtʰa] /tətʰa/ | book |
| [kʰoˈna] /kʰona/ | dog |
| [tʰon] /tʰon/ | go up, 1s prs. |
| [nən] /nən/ | be, 1s prs. |
| /tʰ/ - /t/ | [tʰəˈtʰa] /tətʰa/ | book |
| [kʰaˈra] /kʰara/ | want, need (n) |
| [kʰəˈra] /kʰara/ | ascend |
| [tʰaˈro] /taro/ | breast, chest |
| /tʰ/ - /s/ | [tʰi] /tʰi/ | what |
| [si] /si/ | who |
| [tamˌtʰeʔm] /tamtʰeʔm/ | vegetables |
| [tʰəm] /təm/ | heart; thought |
| /tʰ/ - /z/ | [tʰəˈtʰa] /tətʰa/ | book |
| [tʰəˈza] /təza/ | male; son |
| [kʰəˈtʰoʔ] /kʰətʰoʔ/ | ask |
| [tʰəˈzoʔk̚] /təzoʔk̚/ | nail |
| /tʰ/ - /l/ | [kʰəˈtʰoʔ] /kʰətʰoʔ/ | ask |
| [kaˈlo] /kalo/ | set out |
| [tʰəˈtʰa] /tətʰa/ | book |
| [laˈmɲu] /lamɲu/ | big bamboo basket |
| [laŋˈdɾe] /lhandɾe/ | ghost, demon |
| [kʰəˈtʰoʔ] /kʰətʰoʔ/ | ask |
| [kaˈlɒk] /kalɒk/ | appear, emerge |
| /d/ - /n/ | [kʰəˈd̪ʉ] /kʰədu/ | heavy |
| [tʰəˈn̪ə] /tən̪ə/ | father's sister |
| [d̪aˈtsɔɡogo] /datsɔɡogo/ | instrument with two strings |
| [naˈɾən̪ə] /naɾən̪ə/ | and |
/[n] - /z/
[wu’ña] /wuna/ 3s
[wu’za] /wuza/ his son (3s-male)
[ta’zor] /tazor/ crack
[nor’wu] /norwu/ treasure

/[r] /-s/
[kɔ’shь?] /kɔsuʔ/ sunny
[kɔ’ruʔ?] /kɔruʔ/ (rGyalrong) Tibetan

/[kɔ’sam] /kɔsam/ three
[kɔ’raʔm] /kɔraʔm/ dry

/[r] /-z/
[ta’roʔ?] /taroʔ/ leader, boss, chieftain
[ta’zoʔk̚?] /tazoʔk/ nail

[ko’ra] /kɔra/ need, want (n)
[ta’za] /təza/ male, son

/[r] /-l/
[ta’ro] /taro/ breast, chest
[ka’lo] /kalo/ blind person

[jy’rok] /juʔrok/ canal
[jy’lo] /julok/ stone, rock

/[s] /-z/
[ta’soʔp’] /tasoʔp/ anus
[ta’zoʔk’] /tazoʔk/ nail

[sɔm’saʔm] /sɔmsaʔm/ heel
[zaʔm] /zaʔm/ bucket

/[s] /-l/
[ta’soʔp’] /tasoʔp/ anus
[ka’lo] /kalok/ herd, graze

[sa’tʃʰe] /satʃʰe/ place
[la’mɲyʔ] /lamɲuʔ/ big bamboo basket

/[z] /-l/
[kamɔ’zeʔk’] /kamɔzeʔk/ jump
[kamɔ’leʔk’] /kamɔleʔk/ swallow (v)

[ka’laʔ] /kalaʔ/ rabbit
[ka’zaʔ] /kazaʔ/ longleafed grass
/l/ - /lh/  
[kaˈlok]   /kalok/  graze
[kaˈlok]   /kalhok/  appear

[laˈpok]   /lapok/  turnip
[łaˈndʐɛ]   /lhandʐɛ/  ghost

c. (near) minimal pairs for palatals

/c/ - /cʰ/  
[kaˈcop]   /kacop/  burn
[kaˈcʰop]   /kacʰop/  break (string)

[zdɛmˈcaʔ] /zdeʔmcaʔ/  mist, haze
[kaˈcʰa]   /kacʰa/  (be) together

/c/ - /y/  
[koˈcy]   /kɛcu/  short
[tʂˈjyʔ]   /tʃuʔ/  water

[ca]   /ca/  musk deer
[jaˈskɔ]   /jaskɔ/  winnowing fan

/c/ - /ɲ/  
[naˈnaʔ]   /napaʔ/  lamb
[ca]   /ca/  musk deer

[-ɲo]   /-ɲo/  plural and honorific marker
[coˈlo]   /colo/  seasoned rtsam-pa

/c/- /tʃ/  
[ca]   /ca/  musk deer
[koˈtʃa]   /kɔtʃa/  poor

[caʔŋ]   /caʔŋ/  mud wall
[tʃaʔŋ]   /tʃaʔŋ/  horse shoe

/c/- /tʃʰ/  
[caʔŋ]   /caʔŋ/  mud wall
[tʃʰaŋˈra]   /tʃʰaŋra/  toilet

[koˈcy]   /kɛcu/  short
[koˈtʃʰu]   /kɔtʃʰu/  sweet

/c/- /dʒ/  
[taˈcakcak]   /tacakcak/  awn of wheat
[taˈtʃoˈmdʒak]   /tatʃo-mdʒak/  loess mud
/c/ - /ʃ/

[ca] /ca/ musk deer
[ʃa'ɾə] /ʃaɾə/ bone

[kə'cy] /kəcu/ short
[ʃy] /ʃu/ tree

\[\text{/c/ - /ʃ/}\]

[co'lo] /colo/ seasoned rtsam-pa
[ʃoʔ] /ʃoʔ/ curd

[ʃa'ɾk'kaʔk] /kaʔkəʔk/ magpie
[ʃak'ma] /ʃakma/ day

\[\text{/c/ - /ʃ/}\]

[caʔ'k'caʔk] /caʔkəʔk/ magpie
[kə'jaʔk] /kəjaʔk/ thick

\[\text{/c/ - /ʃ/}\]

[co'lo] /colo/ seasoned rtsam-pa
[jol've] /jolve/ curtain

\[\text{/cʰ/ - /ʃ/}\]

[kə'meʰəŋ] /kəmeʰəŋ/ soothsayer
[kə'njaem] /kənjaem/ soft

[ʃa'ɾa] /ʃaɾa/ meat

\[\text{/cʰ/ - /ʃ/}\]

[ʃa'ɾe] /ʃaɾe/ distiller's yeast

\[\text{/cʰ/ - /ʃʰ/}\]

[ʃa'ɾe] /ʃaɾe/ far
[ʃa'tʃe] /ʃaɾtʃe/ where

[ʃa'ɾa] /ʃaɾa/ poor
[ʃa'ɾe] /ʃaɾe/ right hand side

\[\text{/cʰ/ - /ʃʰ/}\]

[kə'ʃe] /kəʃe/ right hand side

[ʃa'ɾe] /ʃaɾe/ distiller's yeast
/cʰ/-/dʒ/ no minimal pairs found, due to rarity of occurrence of these phonemes

/cʰ/-/ʃ/  
[cʰa'la]  /cʰalɔ/  distiller's yeast
[ja'ɾɔ]  /ʃaro/  bone
[cʰe]  /cʰe/  liquor
[skatʃ'e]  /skatʃ'e/  accent

/cʰ/-/ʒ/  
[cʰa'la]  /cʰalɔ/  distiller's yeast
[ʒak'ma]  /ʒakma/  day, time
[ka'cʰop]  /kacʰop/  break (string)
[ʒoʔ]  /ʃoʔ/  curd

/cʰ/-/j/  
[cʰe]  /cʰe/  liquor
[nə'je]  /nəje/  yours (2s possessive)
[cʰa'la]  /cʰalɔ/  distiller's yeast
[ja'vɔ]  /javu/  grandfather (1p-grandparent)

/y/ - /ɲ/  
[kʰa'ɾy]  /kʰarju/  hawk
[ka'ɾy]  /karju/  be called
[kə'ɲoʔ]  /kəɲoʔ/  ready made
[kə'ɲoʔ]  /kəɲoʔ/  sheep

/y/ - /tʃ/  
[tə'ji]  /təji/  face
[ta'tʃik]  /tatʃik/  sprout
[ʈə'ɟyʔ]  /ʈəɟuʔ/  water
[ka'tʃyʔ]  /katʃuʔ/  rotten

/y/ - /tʃʰ/  
[ka'nʃarara]  /kənantʃarara/  cicada
[ka'ntʃʰa]  /kantʃʰa/  butcher
[ta'ji]  /təji/  face
[ʃak'ʃʰiʔ]  /ʃakʃʰiʔ/  weaving implement

/y/ - /dʒ/  
[ʈə'mja]  /təmja/  chin
[ʈətʃʰomjá]  /tətʃʰomjá/  loess mud
/g/ - /ʃ/  
[kəɭoʔ]  /kəɭoʔ/  sheep  
[Jo]  /Jo/  dice  

[ʃoʔ]  /ʃoʔ/  water  
[ʃ]  /ʃ/  tree  

/j/ - /ʒ/  
[joʔoŋp]  /joʔoŋp/  fish  
[ʒoʔ]  /ʒoʔ/  curd  

[ja'ska]  /ja'ska/  winnowing fan  
[ʒak'ma]  /ʒak'ma/  day  

/j/ - /i/  
[kəjoʔk]  /kəjoʔk/  end  
[kəjoʔ]  /kəjoʔ/  sheep  

[ʃaʔ]  /ʃaʔ/  face  
[ʃ]  /ʃ/  tree  
[-ɲə]  /-ɲə/  plural marker  
[ʃo]  /ʃo/  dice
/ɲ/ - /ʒ/  
[ka'ɲu] /kəɲu/ live, stay  
[kə'ʒu] /kəʒu/ all  

[-ɲo] /-ɲo/ plural marker  
[3oʔ] /3oʔ/ curd  

/ɲ/ - /j/  
[ji'ɾpe] /jirpe/ our village (1p-village)  
[ni'ɾpe] /nirpe/ your village (2p-village)  

[kə'joʔk] /kəjoʔk/ end  
[kə'ɲoʔ] /kəɲoʔ/ ready made  

/tʃ/ - /ʃ/  
[kə'tʃuʔ] /kəʃuʔ/ rotten  
[ʃu] /ʃu/ tree  

[kə'tʃa] /kəʃa/ poor  
[ʃaɾə] /ʃaɾə/ bone  

/tʃ/ - /ʒ/  
[kə'tʃaʔk] /kəʃaʔk/ bitter  
[ʒak'ma] /ʒakma/ day  

[kəmə'ʒyr] /kəməʒur/ spin, turn (stative verb)  
[kasəmtʃyr] /kasəmtʃur/ spin, turn (dynamic verb)  

/tʃ/ - /j/  
[kə'tʃa] /kəʃa/ poor  
[kaŋaʔa] /kaŋaʔa/ go home  

[kə'tʃe] /kəʃe/ where  
[wu'je] /wuje/ his (third person possessive)  

/tʃʰ/ - /ʃ/  
[kə'tʃʰu] /kəʃʰu/ sweet  
[ʃu] /ʃu/ tree  

[tʃʰaʔ] /tʃʰaʔ/ tea  
[ʃaɾə] /ʃaɾə/ bone  

/tʃʰ/ - /ʒ/  
[kə'tʃʰu] /kəʃʰu/ sweet  
[kəmə'ʒyr] /kəməʒur/ spin, turn (stative verb)  

[tʃʰaʔ] /tʃʰaʔ/ tea  
[ʒak'ma] /ʒakma/ day, time
/ʃʰ/ - /j/  [ta'ptʃʰak] /taptʃʰak/ midding, so-so
 [sa'pjak] /sapjak/ broom
 [ʧʰaʔ] /ʧʰaʔ/ tea
 [jaʔk] /jaʔk/ pad

/dʒ/ - /ʃ/  [ka'ndʒyʔ] /kandʒuʔ/ sue
 [ka'pʃy] /kapʃu/ sharpen

/dʒ/ - /ʒ/  [ta'rndʒak] /tarndʒak/ wrinkle
 [ʒak'ma] /ʒakma/ day, time

/dʒ/ - /ʃ/  [ta'rndʒak] /tarndʒak/ wrinkle
 [sa'pjak] /sapjak/ broom

/j/ - /ʒ/  [ʒoʔ] /ʃoʔ/ curd
 [ʃo] /ʃɔ/ dice
 [ʒoŋ'mar] /ʒoŋmar/ dark butter
 [ʃoŋ'ce] /ʃɔŋce/ log

/j/ - /ʃ/  [ʃa'rə] /ʃarə/ bone
 [ʃa'wət] /ʃawət/ balcony
 [ʃo] /ʃɔ/ dice
 [ʃol've] /ʃolvə/ curtain

/ʒ/ - /ʃ/  [ʒak'ma] /ʒakma/ day
 [ʃaŋ'ma] /ʃaŋma/ bike
 [ʃoʔ] /ʃoʔ/ curd
 [ʃol've] /ʃolvə/ curtain

d. (near) minimal pairs for affricates

/ʈʃ/ - /ʈʃʰ/  [ta'tʃo] /tatlʃo/ mud
 [ta'tʃʰoʔ] /tatlʃʰoʔ/ lamp, light
 [ʈʂʰaʔ] /ʈʂaʔ/ road
 [zok'tʃʰa] /zoktlʃʰa/ white bellied dzos
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/t/ - /d/  
[ʈʂʰaʔ]  /ʈʂʰaʔ/  road
[ɾədɾə]  /ɾədɾə/  envy

[ʈʂʰʈʂʰʔ]  /ʈʂʰʈʂʰʔ/  sweat
[kaʃdɾə]  /kaʃdɾə/  peel off

/tʂʰ/ - /dʒ/  
[zoktʰʔa]  /zoktʰʔa/  white bellied dzo
[ɾədɾə]  /ɾədɾə/  envy

/ts/ - /tsʰ/  
[kaʔtsəʔ]  /kaʔtsəʔ/  not busy
[kaʔtsʰoʔ]  /kaʔtsʰoʔ/  fat

[tsar'ʦaʔr]  /tsar'ʦaʔr/  fence
[tsʰar]  /tsʰar/  bharal

/ts/ - /dz/  
[tʰ.pitchæs]  /tʰ.pitchæs/  wrist; pulse
[kaŋar.dzordz]  /kaŋar.dzordz/  dishevelled

[ka'ptsak]  /kaptsak/  build
[saŋdɔʔt]  /saŋdɔʔt/  upbringing, education

/tsʰ/ - /dz/  
[kaʔrtsʰwek]  /kaʔrtsʰwek/  roll up (sleeves)
[kaʔrdzwə]  /kaʔrdzwə/  dig

/tʃ/ - /tʃʰ/  
[ʃaʔtʃʰ]  /ʃaʔtʃʰ/  sweet
[ʃaʔtʃʰ]  /ʃaʔtʃʰ/  crouch, squat

[tʃʰaʔ]  /tʃʰaʔ/  tea
[kaʔtʃʰa]  /kaʔtʃʰa/  poor

/tʃ/ - /dʒ/  
[kaʔtʃʰaʔk]  /kaʔtʃʰaʔk/  bitter
[tətʃʰomdʒak]  /tətʃʰomdʒak/  loess mud

/tʃʰ/ - /dʒ/  
[ʃaʔtʃʰak]  /ʃaʔtʃʰak/  mediocre
[ʃaʔtʃʰomdʒak]  /ʃaʔtʃʰomdʒak/  loess mud

[tʃʰaʔt]  /tʃʰaʔt/  goat
[kaʔndʒaʔt]  /kaʔndʒaʔt/  hold
### (near) minimal pairs for velars

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Minimal Pairs</th>
<th>Transcription</th>
<th>Meaning</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>/k/ - /kʰ/</td>
<td>[kɔŋ] /koŋ/</td>
<td>price, cost</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>[kʰɔŋ] /kʰoŋ/</td>
<td>tiger</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>/kakaʔk/</td>
<td>peel, skin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>/jakʰa/</td>
<td>valley</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/k/ - /g/</td>
<td>[kaŋˈŋaʔka] /kanŋka/</td>
<td>divide, split up</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>[kanŋˈgaʔ] /kanŋgaʔ/</td>
<td>like, cherish</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>/wakaj/</td>
<td>before</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>/tfageʔ/</td>
<td>parrot, ara</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/k/ - /ŋ/</td>
<td>[jaŋˈsaʔ] /jaŋsaʔ/</td>
<td>felt blanket</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>[jaʔk] /jaʔk/</td>
<td>pad</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>/joŋce/</td>
<td>log</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>/jokjoʔk/</td>
<td>paper</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/kʰ/ - /g/</td>
<td>[kʰa] /kʰa/</td>
<td>dog</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>/ɡəʔr/</td>
<td>enclosure</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>/kʰo/</td>
<td>room</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>/tagoʔ/</td>
<td>fool</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/kʰ/ - /ŋ/</td>
<td>[kʰoŋ] /kʰoŋ/</td>
<td>tiger</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>/ŋoŋ/</td>
<td>be, 1s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>/kʰa/</td>
<td>dog</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>/ŋaˈje/</td>
<td>mine (1s possessive)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/g/ - /ŋ/</td>
<td>[kanŋˈɡaʔ] /kanŋɡaʔ/</td>
<td>like, cherish</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>[kaˈrŋaʔ] /karŋaʔ/</td>
<td>borrow</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>/tfageʔ/</td>
<td>parrot</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>/poˈŋeʔ/</td>
<td>silver</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
g. (near) minimal pairs for glottals

/ʔ/ - /h/

[ʔa'na] /ana/ down there (near)
[ha'na] /hana/ down there (far)

[ʔa'rdi] /ardi/ turban
[ha'rdi] /hardi/ that side

Vowels

a. (near) minimal pairs for cardinal vowels /i, e, u/ and central vowel /a/

/i/ - /e/  
[ko'tʃe] /katʃe/ pair
[lam ko'tʃi] /lam katʃi/ easy, smooth

[me'kan] /mekan/ relatives
[mi?] /mi?/ not have

/i/ - /a/  
[ta'mi?] /tami?/ leg
[ta'ma?] /tama?/ business, issue

[ka'vi] /kavi/ come
[ka'va] /kava/ do

/i/ - /u/  
[ta'pi?] /tapi?/ mud
[ta'pu?] /tapu?/ child

[ko'mbi?k] /kambi?k/ old
[ko mbu?] /kombu?/ calf

/i/ - /o/  
[ta'ri] /tari/ laughter
[ta'ro] /taro/ chest

[[to'mbri] /tambri/ toy
[ko'mbro] /kambro/ high
| /e/ - /a/ | /keʔk/ | hoe |
|          | /kaʔkaʔk/ | tear, rip, peel |
|          | /laʔndɾe/ | ghost |
|          | /tɾaʔndɾa/ | picture |
| /e/ - /u/ | /kaʔrek/ | one |
|          | /kaʔruʔk/ | lynx |
|          | /paʔʃyr/ | yesterday |
|          | /ʃer/ | glass |
| /e/ - /o/ | /serpo/ | yellow |
|          | /soʔɾ/ | louse |
|          | /kaʔmbre/ | thin, sparse |
|          | /kaʔmbro/ | high |
| /a/ - /u/ | /təʔkaʔ/ | hoof |
|          | /təʔku/ | mother's brother |
|          | /kəɾa/ | need, desire |
|          | /kəɾuʔ/ | (rGyalrong) Tibetan |
| /a/ - /o/ | /ca/ | musk deer |
|          | /clo/ | seasoned rtsam-pa |
|          | /kaʔlaʔ/ | rabbit |
|          | /kaʔlo/ | blind person |
| /u/ - /o/ | /kaʔmbru/ | cattle |
|          | /kaʔmbro/ | high |
|          | /təʔzur/ | corner |
|          | /təʔzor/ | crack, rift |
b. (near) minimal pairs for central unrounded vowel /a/ and other vowels

/a/ - /i/  
[kʰəˈkʰi] /kʰəki/ stupid  
[kʰə] /kʰə/ hound  
[kəˈbəʔk] /kəbəʔk/ lonesome  
[kəˈmbiʔk] /kəmbiʔk/ old  

/a/ - /e/  
[səmˈsaʔm] /səmsaʔm/ heel  
[təˈsem] /təsem/ thought, mind  
[eʰələ] /eʰələ/ distiller's yeast  
[tsʰaˈle] /tsʰale/ welding  

/a/ - /a/  
[taˈnuʔ] /tanuʔ/ father's sister  
[təˈnuʔʔ] /tənuʔʔ/ breast, udder  
[taˈcʰə] /tačʰə/ wedge  
[eʰələ] /eʰələ/ distiller's yeast  

/a/ - /u/  
[kʰə] /kʰə/ hound  
[taˈkʰu] /taʔkʰu/ cigarette  
[tiˈʃtəʔ] /tiʔʃtəʔ/ body hair  
[tiˈʃtəʔʔ] /tiʔʃtəʔʔ/ sweat  

/a/ - /o/  
[taˈlə] /taʔlə/ yeast  
[təˈlo] /təlo/ the animal signs of the twelve year cycle  
[kʰə] /kʰə/ hound  
[kʰo] /kʰo/ room  

c. (near) minimal pairs for /-V/ and /-Vʔ/

/-i/ - /-iʔ/  
[taˈmbri] /təmbriʔ/ plaything, toy  
[taˈmbriʔʔ] /təmbriʔʔ/ rope (n)  

/-e/ - /-eʔ/  
I have found no pairs in my data
/a/- /aʔ/  
\[\text{təjmja} \rightarrow \text{tambja} /\text{tambja}/\  
\text{cripple (n)}
\[\text{təjmjaʔ} \rightarrow \text{tambjaʔ} /\text{tambjaʔ}/\  
\text{thunderbolt}
\[\text{a}ˈʃkra \rightarrow \text{ʃaskra} /\text{ʃaskra}/\  
\text{boundary line}
\[\text{ka}ˈʃkraʔ \rightarrow \text{kaʃkraʔ} /\text{kaʃkraʔ}/\  
\text{sieve, sift}

/-o/- /-oʔ/  
\[\text{kəjɔ} \rightarrow \text{kəjo} /\text{kəjo}/\  
\text{light (not heavy)}
\[\text{kəjɔʔ} \rightarrow \text{kəjoʔ} /\text{kəjoʔ}/\  
\text{sheep}
\[\text{tərɔ} \rightarrow \text{taɾo} /\text{taɾo}/\  
\text{chest, breast}
\[\text{tərɔʔ} \rightarrow \text{taɾoʔ} /\text{taɾoʔ}/\  
\text{leader; chieftain}

/-u/- /-uʔ/  
\[\text{tərpʉ} \rightarrow \text{torpu} /\text{torpu}/\  
\text{chaff; scrapings left after threshing}
\[\text{tərpʉʔ} \rightarrow \text{torpuʔ} /\text{torpuʔ}/\  
\text{seed (n)}
\[\text{təmu} \rightarrow \text{təmu} /\text{təmu}/\  
\text{rain (n)}
\[\text{təmuʔ} \rightarrow \text{təmuʔ} /\text{təmuʔ}/\  
\text{girl}

/-ə/- /-əʔ/  
\[\text{kʰə} \rightarrow \text{kʰə} /\text{kʰə}/\  
\text{hound}
\[\text{kʰəʔ} \rightarrow \text{kʰəʔ} /\text{kʰəʔ}/\  
\text{pig-iron}
APPENDIX B

Consonant clusters

In the following listings I have marked suspect clusters with × behind the example word and possible alternatives in bold. Reasons for such suspicion include doubt about a syllable break and uncertainty about a phoneme in the cluster. I trust that more work on the language will eventually clear up these hesitations. For ease of reading syllable breaks are indicated by a dot.

1. C1C2C3

- **rmb** /ta.rmbok/ mane (horse)  **mpʃ** /ka.mpʃok/ build, erect
- **rndʒ** /ta.rndʒak/ wrinkle  **mps** /ca.mpsɔ/ musk
- **rne** /ka.rngop/ bind; tie up
- **rsc** /kə.rscat/ eight  **ŋŋg** /kʰa.ŋŋuʔ/ trough, water conduit
- **rstʃ** /kə.rstʃut/ drench × **stʃ**, **rtʃ**

Some of the clusters with /j-/ may be suspect because of unclear syllable breaks or morphological issues.

2. C2C3C4

- **pkw** /ta.pkwot/ shape, form (P)  **mbj** /ka.mbjam/ fly
- **pkʰw** /kə.ma.pkʰwaʔ/ faded (colour) (P)  **mbr** /ta.mbraʔm/ measels
- **mbw** /tə.mbwəʔm/ corpse (P)
- **mpj** /kə.mpja/ warm (water)
- **ndʒw** /ka.ndʒwaʔp/ tumble, fall (P)  **mpʰj** /kə.mpʰjam/ classifier cloth
- **ndzw** /ta.ndzwí/ tusk  **mpʰr** /mpʰɾəʔs/ Tibetan woolen cloth
- **ntw** /tə.ntwa/ sickle  **mkɾ** /kə.na.mkɾak/ horizontal
- **ncʰw** /kʰa.ncʰwak/ pit, stone  **mkʰw** /ka.mkʰwi/ patch, tinker (P)
- **ngl** /kə.ma.ngli/ con artist  **mgr** /tə.mgri/ arrow
ŋkʰ /ka.ŋkʰɾuŋ/  be reborn
ŋgr /ka.ŋgri/  thin, clear (soup)  rdw /rdwe/  argali
ŋgl /ka.ŋglaʔʔ/  cross  rdzw /ka.ɾdzwə/  dig
tsʰw /ka.ɾtsʰwek/  roll up (sleeves)
rpj /ka.ɾpju/  congeal
spj /spjaŋ.ka/  wolf  zbr /ta.zbrook/  kick
skr /tə.skruʔʔ/  body  zgr /zgrok/  bracelet
skl /ka.skliʔʔ/  endure
ʃkl /ka.ʃkliʔʔ/  cross-eyed person
ʒbr /ʒbruʔʔ/  corral
ʃkr /ʃкраʔʔk/  sieve, sift  ʒgr /ʒgroʔʔ/  mouth harp
ʃpr /ʃproʔʔs/  curse
jkr /ka.mɑ.ʃкраʔʔ/  climb  kpj /ka.kpjeɾ/  open, unfold

/pkw, plʰw, ndɾw, mbw/ and /mʰw/ are particular to speakers from Púzhì. In Kǒnglóng these clusters occur as /pk, pl/ and /mɡ/ respectively. Also /jkr/ is particular to Púzhì. In Kǒnglóng it is realised as /jk/. Púzhì’s /kpj/ is /pʰj/ in Kǒnglóng.

3. C2C3

sp /spi.lem/  habit  ɲg /ʃku.ɲguʔʔ/  pestle
sn /ka.snaʔʔ/  good  ɲk /ka.va.ɲka/  chew
sk /tə.skəɾ/  measurement  ɲd /ka.ɲdor/  come lose, spread
sc /ʃceʔk/  eagle  ɲkʰuʔʔ /tə.ɲkʰuʔʔ/  behind, back
sm /ʃmon.ɓe/  doctor
stʃ /ʃta.ʃtʃuʔʔ/  urine
sr /ʃrem/  otter  zd /kə.ɾɔzɗək.pe/  pain, agony
st /ʃta.ʃti/  bladder  zb /ʃboro.킴k/  tortoise
sts /ʃtʃuʔʔ.ʃtsoʔʔ/  hot water  zg /ʃta.zgon/  back
ŋŋ /ʃpet/  crupper strap  zʃ /ʃbroʔʔ.ʃjok/  fetter
sŋ /ʃva.ʃŋop/  hot; muggy
skʰ /ʃka.ʃkʰʔut/  provoke (P)
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Entry</th>
<th>Pinyin</th>
<th>Meaning</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>kj</td>
<td>/ta.kʃi.ru/</td>
<td>taste</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ks</td>
<td>/sa.kʃa/</td>
<td>noon</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>kp</td>
<td>/sa.kpar/</td>
<td>map</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>kt</td>
<td>/tə.kto/</td>
<td>stomach</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>kts</td>
<td>/tə.ksa/</td>
<td>boot, shoe</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>kʃ</td>
<td>/ta.kʃ/</td>
<td>level grass plot</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>kn</td>
<td>/ka.ʃa.m/</td>
<td>listen</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>lt</td>
<td>/ta.ro.lʃi.m/</td>
<td>diaphragm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ltʃ</td>
<td>/la.ʃa.ʃi.m/</td>
<td>willow</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ln</td>
<td>/ka.lni/</td>
<td>knead</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ld</td>
<td>/ka.ʃa.m/</td>
<td>untie</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>lj</td>
<td>/la.ʃi.m/</td>
<td>willow</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>md</td>
<td>/tə.mdoʔ/k/</td>
<td>colour</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mt</td>
<td>/tə.mtuʔ/a.ləʔ/</td>
<td>tie a knot</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mb</td>
<td>/kə.mbuʔ/</td>
<td>yak calf</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mdz</td>
<td>/mdza.ʃiʔ/k/</td>
<td>flea</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mdt</td>
<td>/mdʃon/</td>
<td>wild yak</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mts</td>
<td>/kʰə.mtsuʔ/</td>
<td>lizzard</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mn</td>
<td>/tə.mɲak/</td>
<td>eye</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mʃ</td>
<td>/tə.mʃa/</td>
<td>chin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mtr</td>
<td>/tə.mʃiʔ/</td>
<td>drool</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mk</td>
<td>/tə.mkʃuʔ/</td>
<td>neck</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mt</td>
<td>/tə.mʃek/</td>
<td>waist</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mŋ</td>
<td>/kʰə.mɲaʔ/</td>
<td>small bell</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mp</td>
<td>/ka.mpuʔ/</td>
<td>cloth</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mk</td>
<td>/kə.mkʃuʔ/</td>
<td>patch, tinker (K)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>me</td>
<td>/kə.meʔ/m/</td>
<td>soothsayer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mts</td>
<td>/mtsʃə/</td>
<td>vegetable oil</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mc</td>
<td>/kə.miʔ/</td>
<td>beggar</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mtl</td>
<td>/tə.wuʃa.mʃe/</td>
<td>offspring</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mdʒ</td>
<td>/tə.tʃa.mdʒak/</td>
<td>loess mud</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mg</td>
<td>/tə.mʃeʔ/m/</td>
<td>corpse (animal) (K)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mʃ</td>
<td>/ka.sə.mʃeʔ/</td>
<td>outside</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

/mdʒon/, 'wild yak', is also often pronounced /mbroŋ/.
ʃp /kə.ʃpət/ livestock ʒg /kə.ʒgəʔ/ boatman
ʃtʃ /ʃtʃəʔ/ dove ʒd /kə.ʒdəʔ/ afraid
ʃpʰ /kə.ʃpʰəʔ/ marmot ʒb /tə.ʒbə/ cheek
ʃk /ʃkəm/ muntjac ʒdʔ /ʃkə.ʒdʔ/ peel off
ʃn /kə.ʃnəʔ/ spider ʃt /ʃtəʔ/ buttocks ʃtʃ /ʃtʃəʔ/ four
ʃm /tə.ʃmi/ tongue ʮ /kə.ʮə.ʮa.ʮo/ industrious
ʃtʰ /mbə.ʃtʰəʔ/ saliva ʃg /tə.ʃgə/ belch
ʃk /ʃkə.ŋguʔ/ pestle ʮ /kə.ʮaŋ/ practice
ʃʃ /tə.ʃʃəʔk/ layer, floor, storey

v3 /kə.v3əʔ/ scrape ʃəgar Also pronounced as /kə b3əʔ/.

ndz /sa.ndzəʔ/ upbringing ʃʃ /tə.ʃʃiʔ/ excrement
ndɾ /ndɾə.ʃʔəʔ/ bedbug ʃs /kə.sa.ʃsəʔ/ compare
ɲj /kʰə.nja.ɾəʔaʔ/ cicada ʃk /kə.ʃkə.ɾəʔaʔ/ hide-and-seek
ɲtɾ /kə.ɲtɾəʔ/ wild goose ʃʃ /ʃʃə.ʃʃəʔ/ stirrup
ɲt /ʃu.ɲgu.ɾəʔaʔ/ wild goose ʃʃ /kə.ʃʃə.ɾəʔaʔ/ melt (vt)
ɲd /tə.ɾdəʔ/ garbage ʃtʰ /tʰa.ɾtʰəʔaʔ/ mediocre
ɲtʰ /kə.ɳtʰəʔ/ butcher ʃc /kə.ɾɾəʔ/ change
ɲg /kə.ɲgu/ nine ʃts /kə.ɾtsəʔ/ filter
ɲdʒ /nə.ɾə.ɲɔndʒ/ 2d ʃkʰ /kə.ʃkʰəʔ/ faded (K)
ɲc /tə.ɾə.ɾəcanonical/ shadow side
ɲtʰ /kə.ɾə.ɾəcanonicaləʔ/ hasty
ɲcʰ /kə.ɾə.ɾəcanonicalat/ flat
ɲŋ /kə.ɲŋaʔ/ be defeated
ɲk /kə.ɾə.ɾəcanonicalkas/ separate × ɲk
ɲts /kə.ɾə.ɾəcanonicaltsuk/ cut
ɲtʰ /kə.ɾə.ɾəcanonicaltʃəŋk/ pull

4. C3C4

wr /zɡo.ɾə.ɾəcanonical/ garden ɲɾ /kə.ɾəcanonicalɾəcanonical/ misbehave
wl /wlo.ɾəʔk/ trick ɲl /kə.ɾəʔkəʔ/ roll up
kw /kə.ɾəcanonicalkwam/ freeze

gr /wu.ɾəcanonicalɾəcanonicallaʔl/ system ɲɾ /ʃɾəcanonicalɾəcanonicalɾəcanonical/ ring
ɡl /kə.ɡlo.ɾəcanonicalʃke/ left handed person ɡw /swej/ barley
ɡʃ /kə.ɾəcanonicalʃəʃkə/ measureword meal ɡl /kə.ɾəcanonicalʃlep/ study
pw /pwaʔ/ chicken (K)  jl /tə.jla/ cow
pr /kʰa.priʔ/ snake jw /tə.jwaʔk/ neigbour
pj /pja.rgoʔ/ vulture jr /ka.na.jros/ ruminate
f sw /ka.fwuʔ/ fly blow vr /tʃə.vrok/ rtsam-pa mixed with
tea
jl /tə.jla/ joke vj /tə.vjo/ marrow
jr /tə.jros/ trace, imprint vl /tə.vluʔ/ age
jp /kə.jpat/ livestock
rw /ta.rwek.kʰə/ hound zw /zwor.kʰoʔk/ tortoise × zb
rl /tə.ɾluʔ/ hornless cow zl /zla.wa/ moon
kʰr /kʰraʔw/ cooked rice pʰj /wu.pʰjok/ direction
kʰl /tə.kʰla/ sleeve pʰr /ka.pʰram ka.leʔt/ spray water
tʰw /kə.tʰwe/ fox ʒw /kə.ʒwa.ʒwa/ shallow, flat
ts w /ka.tswi/ lower tfʰw /ka.tfʰweʔʃ/ reverse

5. finals

p /kə.top/ hit ?p /tə.soʔp/ anus
t /kə.ɾpat/ livestock ?t /ka.leʔt/ hit
k /kə.rdoʔk/ one ?k /kʰə.ɾtoʔk/ locust
ʔ /tə.ɾol/ leader
m /srem/ otter ?m /tə.waʔm/ bear
n /spen/ glue ?n /tə.leʔn/ penis
ŋ /kʰoŋ/ tiger ?ŋ /tʃəŋ/ horse shoe
s /kə.was/ fly ?s /peʔs/ badger
r /kə.par/ jackal ?r /soʔr/ louse
l /kə.na.gral/ line up ?l /wu.graʔl/ system
w /tə.ndzaw/ eat, IMP ?w /kʰraʔw/ rice
j /swej/ barley ?j /tə.ɾaʔj/ claw
jn /vajn/ do, 3p
dʒ /tʃidʒ/ go, 1d ndʒ /vindʒ/ come, 3d

/-dʒ/ and /-ndʒ/ are exceptional, see section 2.3.b on CV patterns